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The Advisory Council of the American Chamber of Commerce in Poland is engaged in shaping the AmCham 

advocacy for better investment, creating policies and working with key policy-makers to address important relevant 
issues. The crucial role of companies gathered in the Advisory Council is emphasized by the special client care AmCham
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IT’S YOUR DEBATE
“The US is proud to be Poland’s leading partner

in energy security”.
Mark Brzezinski, US Ambassador to Poland, p 9

"There will be no new laws that won’t be discussed with business,
especially regarding such a fundamental issue 

as the global minimal tax".
Jacek Tomczak, Secretary of State at the Ministry of 

Economic Development and Technology, p 27

“We need to legitimize our support for Ukraine 
across Polish society".

Paweł Kowal, Government Plenipotentiary for the 
Reconstruction of Ukraine, p 28

"Poland should be careful to make sure that inflation expectations
do not get embedded in employees’ wage negotiations".

Geoff Gottlieb, IMF’s Senior Regional Representative for
the Office for Central, Eastern and Southeastern Europe, 

p 24

“We have quite a positive forecast for the rebound within the
global economy and it makes for a more favorable scenario 

for Poland”.
Adam Czerniak, Chief Economist and Research Director at

Polityka Insight, p 26

"Poland continues to be an excellent investment destination for
foreign investors in various fields, from services and 

support centers to industry".
Magdalena Małocha, Counsel, DeBenedetti Majewski

Szcześniak, p 30

“The chamber should use its member companies to convey a 
message to their headquarters in the US about the importance of

the US membership in NATO, not only for Poland 
but the entire European region".

Mac Raczkiewicz, former AmCham Chairman, p 14

“As an organization, we must not try to preserve the past but
courageously look into the future."

Joseph Wancer, former AmCham Chairman, p. 14

"The unrelenting challenge for the AmCham Board of Directors is
to be the leader among American investors, anticipating the 

challenges that need to be addressed to prove, time and time
again, that the chamber is a proper guardian of the interests of its

members".
Roman Rewald, former AmCham Chairman, p 14
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ADVOCACY
OF AMCHAM POLAND

Our top issues include:

THE PRIORITIES OF AMERICAN COMPANIES FOR THE NEW 

PARLIAMENTARY TERM 

AmCham organized a meeting to establish the most crucial tasks
for the new government addressed by foreign investors operating
in Poland. The focus was on identifying business issues that should
be addressed by the new government and the parliament in the up-
coming term. AmCham's primary goal is to build relationships with
politicians from the Coalition KO-PSL-PL2050-NL and emphasize the
significance of American investments as a key element of the Pol-
ish economy.
This document, outlining priorities, highlights numerous key areas
for AmCham member companies, accompanied by specific de-
mands. The primary issues center around:
1. The significance of American investments for the economy and

society: continuing to showcase the multidimensional impact of
American investors on the Polish economy and society. Thanks to
American investments, Poland has become a growing digital leader
in the entire CEE region, with enormous development potential.
2. Improvement of the business and regulatory environment: the in-
troduction of new regulations should be based on utilizing public
consultations and pre-consultations as standard practices, except
in the most urgent situations. Proposed regulations should con-
sider expert analyses and market and end-user opinions. The law
should be predictable, stable, and consistent, avoiding excessive
changes. Proposed changes should be announced well in advance,
enabling all stakeholders to prepare and make decisions in the con-
text of future legal directions and changes. New regulations should
be adequate but limited to addressing the issues at hand, avoiding
unnecessary burdens on recipients. Legal stability is achieved
through legislative dialogue with the market, allowing the identifi-
cation of potential problems during the legislation creation stage,
thus avoiding frequent amendments.
In addition, specific sectoral needs have been identified, addressing
concerns in areas such as digitization, healthcare, finance, defense,
energy, labor market and dducation, infrastructure investments. 
8. Other key issues, including support for the reconstruction of
Ukraine and the agri-food sector.
Further details on these areas and specific demands can be found
on our website.

AMCHAM'S POSITION PAPER ON PRELIMINARY PRINCIPLES FOR

IMPLEMENTING DSA IN THE POLISH LEGAL SYSTEM

The European Union's Digital Services Act (DSA) focuses on creat-
ing a safer online environment for users and digital businesses, as
well as safeguarding fundamental rights in the digital space. It in-
troduces new regulations, including:
• Combating illegal content on the internet, including illegal goods,
services, and information
• Countering social threats on the internet.
• Ensuring the identifiability of entrepreneurs on online trading
platforms.

• Implementing measures for transparency concerning internet
platforms.
• Strengthening supervision.
The Council adopted the Digital Services Act on October 4, 2022.
The new regulations will come into effect on February 17, 2024.
Due to the need to implement institutions such as the digital serv-
ices coordinator in the Polish legal system, the Ministry of Digitali-
zation conducted consultations regarding the preliminary principles
for future implementing legislation aligning with the Regulation.
AmCham has addressed several key issues crucial from the per-
spective of its member companies.
Among these issues are, for instance, the avoidance of imposing
additional burdens on entrepreneurs beyond the scope of the DSA;
the designation of a single competent authority in the person of
the President of the Office of Electronic Communications; and mat-
ters related to proceedings for the breach of obligations arising
from the DSA.
As the legislative process progresses, AmCham remains committed
to actively participating in subsequent stages, particularly when the
draft law for implementing the DSA is introduced. We will continue
to provide updates on the legislative process and our ongoing ef-
forts towards shaping the forthcoming position.
The document is available on our website

THE PRIORITIES OF THE AMCHAM COMMITTEE FOR INNOVATIVE

MEDICAL PRODUCTS 

The Committee on Innovative Medical Products at AmCham has de-
veloped a document outlining priorities to enhance access to med-
ical technologies for patients. The medical sector looks
optimistically at the role the Polish Sejm in the new parliamentary
term can play in realizing these priorities over the next four years
for the transformation of healthcare. Medical technologies are
present at every stage of the patient's journey, enabling preven-
tion, early diagnosis, procedures, and a healthier life. They have a
positive impact on the healthcare budget by preventing complica-
tions and increasing efficiency, supporting social and economic de-
velopment. Modern medical products rely on advanced
technologies, and Poland has the potential to become a leader in
utilizing the latest medical solutions for patients and creating a
healthcare system that is patient-centric, sustainable, innovative,
resilient and flexible. 
Our ambition is to contribute to shaping solutions for the benefit of
patients. Using this document as a guide, the Committee intends to
collaborate in key areas related to policies and regulations with the
public sector, focusing on the recommended priorities that need
simplification and implementation to ensure new healthcare stan-
dards.

Contact: 
Karol Witaszek

Legal & Public Policy Manager
karol.witaszek@amcham.pl
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AmCham Poland’s  position papers are available at 
amcham.pl/advocacy
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2024 is a year of milestones—many satisfying and worthy of cel-
ebration and others which require us to strengthen our resolve
and push forward. This year marks the thirty-third anniversary of
AmCham's founding, the twenty-fifth anniversary of Poland's ac-
cession to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, and twenty
years as a member of the European Union.  

American investment is a major contributor to the strength of US-
Poland strategic relations. Our partnership in defense and secu-
rity is among the strongest anywhere in the world. NATO
membership is vital for Poland and the strong leadership role it
has taken in defense modernization and alliance strategy clearly
validates the wisdom of the 1999 decision to welcome Poland and
its neighbors to this community of nations. The preparation to
join the acquis communautaire and the 2004 membership pro-
foundly transformed this country, a process that continues to this
day. 2024 provides much for us to consider about where we have
been and where we are going.  

We are also marking the grim anniversary of over two years of
war in Ukraine following the Russian invasion. AmCham is mak-
ing its voice heard in the US Congress for support of assistance to
Ukraine. This aid is not charity, but an investment in the modern-
ization of the US defense industrial base and the future of a free,
democratic Ukraine firmly anchored in European structures.  

As we look back at over three decades of support and advocacy
for US investment and a prosperity agenda, many of the same is-
sues face us today.  Threats and challenges evolve, as does busi-
ness and technology. Our goal is to continue to ensure that
enterprise remains part of the dialogue and the solutions devel-
oped to allow us to maintain peace, prosperity and generational
opportunity.  

In this issue you can learn more about the vital role that employ-
ment plays in meeting needs in the Polish economy and in helping
heal trauma for displaced people, learn more about the diversity
that strengthens our businesses, see our engagements on
Ukraine reconstruction and business regulations, and the evolu-
tion of our organization over the years. 

As we face business and geopolitical challenges, we are stronger
doing so as a united community of enterprises which share a vi-
sion of a strong, stable, prosperous and peaceful Poland. Thank
you for all of your support now and in the coming months.  

Ever forward,  

DEAR AMCHAM MEMBERS,

TONY HOUSH
AMCHAM CHAIRMAN

LETTER FROM THE CHAIRMAN



HUMAN RESOURCES
The committee met in February to discuss
hot employment topics for Poland in 2024.
The speakers were HR Committee Co-
Chairs: Małgorzata Grzelak, Partner at Squire
Patton Boggs and Piotr Zygmunt, Head of
RPO Services at Manpower Group.
In her presentation, Małgorzata Grzelak
talked about how the National Labor Inspec-
torate reacted to the HR regulations intro-
duced last year, including the Remote Work
Act and sobriety checks at the workplace. 
Grzelak said that new regulations governing
the protection of working parents will pose
new challenges for HR professionals, espe-
cially in remote work. 
Grzelak also talked about the EU Pay Trans-
parency Directive, which will take effect in
June 2026 and will oblige employers to es-
tablish transparent renumeration systems. 
Grzelak also made comments on new regu-
lations governing the employment of individ-
uals by digital platforms. In light of the new
regulations, any individual delivering work to
such platforms—including self-employed
ones—will be legally treated as a company's
employees until the employer proves other-
wise.   
She also talked about the future AI Act, cur-
rently drafted by the European Union, which
will treat personal data processing as a "high
risk" activity and oblige employers to use spe-
cial protection measures for personal data of
their workers and job candidates. 
In her presentation, Grzelak also focused on
the EU Whistleblower Directive which will
oblige companies employing 50+ to imple-
ment internal procedures for the protection
of whistleblowers. 
Piotr Zygmunt presented emerging trends on
the labor market based on the finding of
Manpower Group research called Labor
Market Barometer. He said that companies in
all sectors of the economy were positive
about increasing their employment in the first

quarter of 2024, with the highest indicators
signaled by the energy and municipal services
sectors. 
The speaker also talked about the lack of tal-
ent in the labor market, which is becoming a
concern for many companies seeking to
boost employment. He said that IT jobs, in-
cluding in cybersecurity, and data analytics,
are the most difficult to man, followed by
jobs requiring technical skills, jobs in logistics
and logistics operations, followed by sales
and marketing, and client services. 
Zygmunt said that many companies embrace
automation and artificial intelligence to re-
place certain jobs. However, companies are
reluctant to let AI-powered tools deal with
their key clients and continue to assign
human workers to positions that deal with
the most important clients. 
Zygmunt also said that companies in all sec-
tors of the economy complain about the lack
of talent. In order to hire new talent, compa-
nies offer more flexibility in employment con-
ditions, especially regarding place and time of
work. Many companies offer higher salaries
and are ready to alter employment contracts
so they are more suitable for employees (for
instance, half-time versus full-time), and offer
additional bonuses. 
To retain their talent, companies focus on the
wellbeing of their employees so they feel
happy at work and do not leave.

SUSTAINABILITY
The risks of greenwashing for companies
were on the agenda of the November com-
mittee meeting with PwC experts Łukasz Ły-
czko, Counsel; and Zuzanna Machniak,
Associate. 
Greenwashing risk has become a growing
issue in recent years since the European
Union started publishing a series of legal acts
covering greenwashing. 
In his presentation, Łyczko said that while
there are no set definitions of greenwashing

yet, some framework ideas have been devel-
oped by the European Union and financial
market supervisory agencies, who are push-
ing greenwashing towards normative criteria.
Łyczko presented different market segments
of greenwashing including in B-to-B and B-
to-C and talked about a type of "light green-
washing" dubbed green-bleaching. He also
put greenwashing in the context of ESG and
presented different ESG strategies for com-
panies that are in the process of getting their
stock traded on the stock exchange. 
In her presentation, Machniak talked about
the Green Claims Directive and the Unfair
Commercial Practices Directive. 
She said that the Green Claims Directive
would set detailed rules on substantiating and
communicating explicit environmental claims
about products, in business-to-consumer
commercial practices. 
It would apply to voluntary explicit environ-
mental claims and environmental labelling
schemes, which are not regulated by any
other EU acts. 
While the works on the directive are still
pending, it is expected to become law in two
years.
Talking about the Unfair Commercial Prac-
tices Directive, Machniak noted that its ob-
jectives are to enable national enforcers to
curb a broad range of unfair business prac-
tices such as untruthful information to con-
sumers or aggressive marketing techniques to
influence their choices. The directive aims to
protect consumers in the EU from unfair
terms and conditions which might be in-
cluded in a standard contract for goods and
services they purchase. It introduces the no-
tion of "good faith" to avoid any significant im-
balance in mutual rights and obligations.

AGENDA

INTELLIGENCE FROM AMCHAM COMMITTEES
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COVER STORY AMCHAM POLAND AT 33

getting Future-ProoF

in the ever-changing buSineSS environMent, aMchaM iS ready 
to face new challengeS aS they coMe

In December, AmCham Poland held the An-
nual General Meeting of its member compa-
nies to discuss the organization’s performance
in 2023 and vote on the Annual Report. It
was also an opportunity for the AmCham
Chairman to give a direct account of the
chamber’s programs and accomplishments. 
The keynote speaker was US Ambassador to
Poland Mark Brzezinski, who delivered his re-
marks on AmCham and the US-Poland rela-
tionship.

INTENSIVE PROGRAMS
It turns out that 2023 was one of the most
intensive years for AmCham—if not the most
intensive—in the organization’s recent his-
tory. The organization produced 52 meetings
of its committees, which in total, amounted
to over 100 hours of subject-matter discus-
sions by policy-makers and business profes-
sionals involving over 900 participants. The
chamber also held 32 high level social and
merit-based events for members of the Pol-
ish and US governments, as well as for busi-
ness leaders representing both foreign and
Polish business organizations. This included a
day-long conference entitled “Security Day—
Stronger Together” involving the pros in
technology and cyber security, energy secu-
rity, defense, and legal security for business,
in which was discussed the role of all these
spheres in shaping the investment landscape
in Poland. 
In 2023, AmCham also brought back the
Fourth of July celebration in full regalia, which
had been suspended for the time of the
Covid-19 pandemic. The venue was the
Gardens of the Royal Castle in Warsaw. In at-
tendance were not only the representatives
of AmCham member companies and the
chamber’s friends and partners but also am-
bassadors from many of the NATO/EU
countries. 
Atop of all that, AmCham managed to take its
AmCham Diner to the three largest events in
Poland that focus on the economy: the Euro-
pean Economic Congress, the Impact Con-
ference in Poznań, and the European
Economic Forum in Karpacz. The Diner
hosted in-depth discussions with policymak-

ers, politicians, key investors and opinion
leaders. “The visibility of US brands at these
high-ranking gatherings, and the collective
success of the Diner was the best indication
of the pioneering role of US business within
the foreign investment community in
Poland,” said Tony Housh, AmCham Chair-
man, in his opening remarks to the member-
ship. “Advocating for its member companies,
their interest as well as the interest of the in-
vestment community at large is at the heart
of AmCham Poland. In its advocacy efforts,
the chamber addressed specific legislation
and issues, and spoke for allowing more in-
vestment opportunities for the member
companies that are already in Poland, but
also for companies that are looking at the
Polish market,” Housh said. 
He noted that while working with AmCham
members “the organization practices and
supports democratic values of an inclusive
society. We cannot do that without our
members, so their support for this cause is
important. We must build an inclusive work
environment for the future,” Housh said.
Housh also said that the chamber will con-
tinue to focus on a wide range of issues, in-
cluding energy and cyber security, and other
legislative and regulatory areas that are piv-
otal for ensuring a level playing field for for-
eign investors in Poland. “We are very proud
of the advocacy work that we do, and we
will continue to do that in 2024 with the new
government,” Housh said. 
Another area of AmCham advocacy is repre-
sented by the AmCham Rebuild Ukraine
Working Group. Since the beginning of the
war in Ukraine, AmCham has supported

According to Ambassador Mark 
Brzezinski, AmCham Poland has mastered
its advocacy and strategic thinking and
serves as a powerful agent for both the US
and Polish partners. 
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Ukrainian refugees in Poland and the civil so-
ciety in Ukraine. But with their expertise and
business acumen, American companies in
Poland can play a vital role in helping revive
the Ukrainian economy post-war. “We are
looking forward to bolstering the efforts of
rebuilding and economic revitalization of
Ukraine,” Housh said, adding that the ses-
sions were organized in collaboration with
AmCham Ukraine and partners in the
Ukrainian government. “Hopefully, we will
be able to get involved on a more substantial
basis in the future,” Housh said. 
In 2023, AmCham also intensified its DEIA
activities (DEIA—Diversity, Equity, Inclusion,
and Accessibility—a  set of practices intended
to ensure people from a broad set of socio-
demographic backgrounds are represented
and able to thrive in a workforce) by joining
the “Empower Her” initiative of the US State
Department. The chamber signed a declara-
tion of support for women’s economic em-
powerment. At the signing ceremony, the
chamber was represented by Dr. Barbara
Stepnowska, AmCham Gdańsk Director,
who leads the initiative for AmCham in con-
nection with the chamber’s Educational and
Future Workforce Program for 2024. 
AmCham Poland Honorary Chairman, US
Ambassador to Poland Mark Brzezinski, the
keynote speaker at the Annual General
Meeting, did not shy away from expressing
his admiration of the work AmCham deliv-
ered in 2023. “I have said it many times, Am-
Cham Poland is, in my opinion, literally, the
best AmCham in the world,” he said, adding
that in his professional career, he worked
with quite a few AmChams around the
world, including in Asia and Europe. 
He also praised the chamber for its advocacy
work. “In your advocacy and your strategic
thinking, you are always in front of issues and
you are an incredible partner with the US
and with Poland,” he said, adding that with
the new government being formed as he was
speaking “the time is now to put on the Am-
Cham thinking cap, and think about how you
proactively engage in the government here
to share with them your priorities”.
Ambassador Brzezinski also praised the Am-
Cham 30 Under 30 mentoring program
which helps young future business leaders
learn from experienced members of the Am-
Cham network that represents a wide range
of industries and companies. “The advice you
are providing to the next generation is mak-
ing an incredible difference,” the speaker
said. “This shows the value of the US busi-
ness community in Poland”. 

TRANSFORMATIONAL RELATIONS
While 2023 was hyper-intensive for Am-
Cham, it was also an intensively transforma-
tional year for the US-Poland relationship.
The relationship accelerated in several areas
to unprecedented levels. In defense, Poland

received the first shipment of the US-made
Abrams main battle tanks. General Dynamics
Land Systems, the manufacturer of the tank,
delivered in record time. “We are proud that
part of the cost has been covered by the
American people because we stand shoulder
to shoulder with Poland as our trusted ally
and we support the strengthening of NATO’s
eastern flank,” Ambassador Brzezinski said.
In energy security, both countries took the
final step to build Poland’s first nuclear power
plant as the Polish government awarded the
construction of three nuclear reactors to the
US Westinghouse and Bechtel teams. 
“US President Joe Biden and Vice President
Kamala Harris have been directly involved in
advancing this deal,” Ambassador Brzezinski
said. 
However, according to experts, the landmark
deal only paves the way to a new era of
strategic energy cooperation between the
two countries. “US firms stand ready to build
more commercial nuclear reactors in
Poland,” the ambassador said. “We are work-
ing strategically to establish a nuclear energy
industry in Poland. The US Energy Depart-
ment is investing in a nuclear training center
in Poland to make sure Poland has a work-
force to build and eventually operate the
whole fleet of nuclear reactors,” he said
adding that “The US is proud to be Poland’s
leading partner in energy security”. 
The ambassador also said that the climate for
American investments in Poland was positive
in 2023 and singled out several US compa-
nies for their investments in Poland that were
announced last year. They included PepsiCo
Polska opened the company’s most environ-
mentally sustainable factory in the entire Eu-
ropean Union, in Lower Silesia.  
3M, which has been operating in Poland for
over 30 years, announced plans to construct
a new factory in Wrocław, Lower Silesia.
“The investment is expected to increase the
availability of filtration equipment for bio-
pharma companies that will create new jobs
in the region,” the ambassador noted. 
He also talked about Google’s investments in
Poland for which Google Polska received the
Secretary of State’s Annual Award for Corpo-
rate Excellence. “Google Polska is the first US
company operating in Poland to have re-
ceived this honor,” Ambassador Brzezinski
said. “One of the main reasons why Google
Polska was recognized was due to invest-
ments in programs to increase the represen-
tation of women in the tech sector by
promoting gender equality in the workplace.
But the company is also including Ukrainian
refugees by which it is investing in the future
of Ukraine”.
And finally, the ambassador talked about
Intel’s announcement to build a semi-con-
ductor assembly facility near Wrocław. “It is
one of the biggest US investments in the his-
tory of the Polish-American friendship!” Am-

bassador Brzezinski said. “There was
tremendous competition to land this invest-
ment, but Poland was successful because it
was the most prepared country and has a
deep heritage in technology,” he added. 
Concluding his address to the AmCham
membership, the ambassador said that these
were a tremendous roster of deals “that one
would be proud to land over a couple of
years, and Poland landed them in just the last
year!” 
For the US Ambassador, all these examples
are indicative of where the US-Poland rela-
tionship is going and how Poland and the US
are committed to building a better future to-
gether. “We want Poland to prosper and
thrive,” he said. “And of course, we want
Poland to be secure—that goes without say-
ing. But we want Poland and Poles to pros-
per and thrive because a prosperous Poland,
a thriving Poland, is in our interest. We want
to see the country and its people succeed
because that means that the US is succeeding
too”.

ADJUSTING FOR FUTURE 
CHALLENGES
The AmCham Annual General Meeting
marked yet another groundbreaking devel-
opment for the organization. During the offi-
cial part of the meeting, several proposals
were put forward to enact changes to the
AmCham Constitution. For the last 33 years,
the Constitution has not been altered in any
significant way, although some minor changes
were made. According to Tony Housh, the
current batch of changes aimed to modern-
ize the governance of the chamber “so as not
to miss the opportunities in the 21st century,”

AmCham Chairman Tony Housh said that
the organization practices and supports the
democratic values of an inclusive society by
building an inclusive work environment for
the future.



as he put it. 
The AmCham Constitution is an internal
document of the organization of the highest
rank. It sets the AmCham goals as well as de-
fines the ways and means of achieving them.
It also sets the rules for the membership and
the rules for electing the AmCham Board of
Directors. 
The constitution was created in 1991 along-
side the organization itself.  Having been in
force for over 30 years,  the AmCham Board
of Directors and the AmCham Legal Team
resolved to revise it for business practicality
and to make the provisions of the Constitu-
tion be in sync with AmCham’s operational
strategy and with the current regulatory
framework in Poland. 
For this project, the AmCham Board of Di-
rectors established a Governance Commit-
tee, led by David DeBenedetti from the law
firm DeBenedetti Majewski Szcześniak, and
with members Radosław Kaskiewicz from
3M, Jolanta Jaworska from IBM, and Marta
Pawlak, AmCham Legal and Public Policy Di-
rector and member of the AmCham Leader-
ship Team. 
The committee came up with a set of rec-
ommendations for the AmCham Board of
Directors. Discussion took place, culminating
with voting on whether or not to submit the
proposed changes to the Constitution for the
AmCham membership voting during the An-
nual General Meeting (AGM). By statute, the
only way to have the AmCham Constitution
altered is through membership votes during
an AGM.

The bulk of the changes to the Constitution
aimed at streamlining the operational work of
the organization and making it more trans-
parent. Among others, internal procedures
for resigning from AmCham membership
were simplified. The advance in which Am-
Cham members have to be notified about an
upcoming general meeting was extended
from two weeks to a month. Also, an obliga-
tion for the Executive Director was created
to send out the AGM agenda to the mem-
bership at least seven days before the date of
the AGM which aims to improve the execu-
tion of the meeting. 
Other changes included voting rules for the
membership at the AGM—in light of the new
rules, votes counted as "abstain" and "absent"
are weighted as "against" in a given voting. 
One major change affected the position of
the organization's chair. While in the past,
one individual could have been elected to
the helm of AmCham for five consecutive
terms, each lasting two years, now the maxi-
mum number of consecutive terms is short-
ened to three. 
Another important new provision for the po-
sition of the AmCham Chair is that it no
longer must be manned by an individual
holding US citizenship. 
The proposal sparked some hot discussion
during the 2023 AGM. "It was the only
change put forward which generated some
votes against at the voting during the Annual
General Meeting, although the majority of
the membership supported it," said the head
of the AmCham Legal Team Marta Pawlak,
adding that similar discussions had been held
among the AmCham Board of Directors.
"The decision to put forward this change for
membership voting was not unanimous,"
Pawlak said. 
The change has come as a result of discus-
sions held over the years among AmCham
members as well as the members of the Am-
Cham Board of Directors about the require-
ment for the organization’s chair to be an
American citizen. "It worked well during the
economic transformation in Poland as it safe-
guarded the ‘American roots’ of AmCham
Poland which was an important aspect for
AmCham in the growing landscape of foreign
business organizations in the country," Pawlak
said. 
Today, however, such a requirement seems
to be an artifact of the past. "There are many
Polish business managers who are experts in
transatlantic relations and who have worked
for decades in US companies and are not US
citizens, and therefore could not aspire to
the position of the AmCham Chair," Pawlak
said. "This is why we decided to open this
opportunity to become AmCham Chair for
everyone regardless of their citizenship. This
is in sync with regulations governing other
AmChams the world over, except for, as far

as we know, AmCham China," Pawlak said. 
In her view, the fact that the AmCham chair-
manship is no longer available exclusively to
individuals holding US citizenship extends the
democratic mandate of the organization. "We
believe in the democratic decisions of our
members," Pawlak said. "It is through their
votes that the members of the AmCham
Board of Directors are elected. Then, the
Board elects its Chair from among its mem-
bers," Pawlak explained. 

PEOPLE NETWORK
While AmCham Chairs and the members of
the AmCham Board of Directors are elected
every two years, it is only natural that the in-
dividuals rotate in their positions. Meanwhile,
AmCham is an organization that, to a large
degree, relies on human-to-human relations
in generating its knowledge and accumulating
experience. In this department, the role of
the chamber's Executive and Operations Di-
rector can hardly be overestimated. 
Appointed to this position in 2023, Marzena
Drela is an AmCham veteran who joined the
chamber in 1997 and whose work for the
organization spans nine US ambassadors to
Poland and four AmCham Chairmen. 
"We draw inspiration for our work from each
project that we do and each meeting we
have with our member companies," Drela
said. "There is a huge number of themes that
we discuss with them because AmCham
comprises over 350 American members in
Poland representing diverse industries,” she
said. 
Meetings and conferences that AmCham
holds are attended by the representatives of
AmCham member companies, along with
the central and local government deputies
and public administration, other business or-
ganizations in Poland, and NGOs. Along with
their social function, the events are a plat-
form for the chamber to showcase topics
that are of critical importance to the mem-
bers and are pivotal for US-Poland relation-
ships. "By participating in such mutual
stakeholder dialogue we can work out the
best solutions," Drela said.
A landmark event that AmCham has organ-
ized for over 30 years is the celebration of
Independence Day. The so-called Fourth of
July Picnic has become one of the most pres-
tigious outdoor events for business in War-
saw, and, arguably, owing to the fireworks
show that culminates it, one of the loudest.
The 2023 event was held with nearly 1,000
people including AmCham members, Polish
and American government officials, foreign
diplomats, and representatives of other busi-
ness organizations in Poland. “The picnic is a
complex undertaking yet gives us a lot of
professional satisfaction when we come to-
gether to celebrate such an important holiday
for the US and Poland," Drela said. 
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AmCham Executive and Operations 
Director Marzena Drela said the chamber
will work to engage the new government
in an effective stakeholder dialogue over
several issues critical for business and
American investors in Poland.



The impressive amount of work hours the
chamber produced in 2023 would not have
been possible without high-level teamwork
skills within the organization’s structure.
Drela acknowledged that she has been lead-
ing a great, hardworking team whose mem-
bers hold to their assigned roles with
determination and devotion. "At present,
there are nine people in our Warsaw office
and we have also three regional directors in
Wrocław, the Kraków and Katowice region,
and Gdańsk," Drela said. "It is a small team
so, given the scope and scale of our activities,
the challenges we face are huge. That is why
I’m proud of our team and I have great ap-
preciation for the experienced managers
who have been with AmCham for so many
years,” Drela said. She added young man-
agers who joined AmCham not so long ago
have already shown that they are a great
force for the organization. “I would like to
use this opportunity to extend my thanks, on
the pages of AmCham.pl Quarterly, to all the
members of the AmCham Team!" Drela said.  
She also stressed that the organization has
been fortunate to have had great coopera-
tion with the AmCham Board of Directors as
well as with the US Embassy in Poland and,
in particular, US Ambassador Mark Brzezin-
ski. "The involvement of all these individuals
has been extremely helpful," she said. 
Drela underlined that at the core of the orga-
nization’s success, however, have been its
member companies thanks to whom "We
have been so successful as an organization,"
she said. 
While internally AmCham is a fine-tuned
powerhouse, the greatest challenges pop up
with planning events for AmCham Diners at
conferences. AmCham is responsible for de-
veloping the subject-matter program for each
Diner along with the networking and the
overall atmosphere at the Diner for all three
days each conference lasts. "Most often, we
have three panel discussions, two breakfast
meetings, two afternoon parties, and two
evening receptions," Drela said. "There are
several Partners with whom we prepare each
event, so scheduling the entire Diner for
three days is quite a challenge. There are
forces at work during each conference that
are beyond our control that impact the final
result of each Diner performance,” she
added.
In her view, each Diner is also a challenge for
some of its Partners, such as McDonald’s and
Żabka, who deliver their services at the
Diner. "They have to serve several hundred
Diner guests each day," she said. 
Along with holding spectacular events, Am-
Cham channels a lot of its energy into less
spectacular yet critically important activities.
The AmCham Advocacy platform is one of
them. As an organization, AmCham is a plat-

form for the member companies to discuss
and debate issues partaking to the legal and
regulatory frameworks affecting business and
the economy in Poland. "We cooperate with
the lawmakers, the public sector, and busi-
ness organizations. We monitor and analyze
Polish and EU legislation, propose recom-
mendations, write position papers, make
analysis of political declarations and legal
opinions," Drela said andding: "In doing so,
we work side by side with government rela-
tions managers of our member companies
and regularly take part in the legislation
process in Poland".

THE WORK AHEAD
According to Drela, 2024 will be a year of
major challenges and opportunities for Am-
Cham member companies. First, because
there is a new government in Poland. “As a
business organization we will work to engage
the new government in an effective stake-
holder dialogue over several issues critical for
business and American investors in Poland,”
Drela said. 
Second, 2024 will bring an election to the
European Parliament, and the presidential
election in the US. "The results of those
events will be pivotal for the world economy,
and will impact the Polish economy as well,
creating new issues that AmCham will have
to address on behalf of its membership,"
Drela said. 
In addition, all goes to show that the war in
Ukraine will continue throughout 2024. “Am-
Cham is set to continue its support for
Ukraine and will strive to create cooperation
opportunities for its member companies in
Ukraine,” Drela said. 
When it comes to the strategic topics for
AmCham member companies in 2024, they
will include new technologies, including AI
and how it impacts business. “Those topics
will continue to dominate our debates and
discussions, especially in the area of regula-
tions,” Drela said. “We will also talk about all
aspects of security, including energy, cyber-
space, business protection, and physical se-
curity of each of us in Poland. In addition, we
will focus on education. We see it of para-
mount importance to support young talent in
Poland to help them develop future compe-
tencies through internship and scholarship
programs, involving business and academia in
Poland and abroad,” Drela said. 
Other key topics that AmCham will focus on
this year include sustainable business and the
ESG, Transatlantic relations, and the Three
Seas Initiative—following its 2023 summit in
Bucharest, Romania. 
The chamber will also lead discussions and
debates on increasing the competitiveness of
the Polish economy and making Poland more
friendly for foreign and domestic investors.
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AmCham Legal and Public Policy 
Director Marta Pawlak said that 
by abolishing the requirement for the Am-
Cham chair person to hold US citizenship, the
chamber has opened up for Polish business
managers who are experts in transatlantic 
relations and who have worked for decades
in US companies but are not US citizens.
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FroM tHe PASt 
into tHe Future

aMchaM Poland haS to reMain true to itS core valueS and MuSt not
Shy away froM taking leaderShiP role for buSineSS 

aS it faceS new challengeS. 

At the AmCham Annual General Meeting in
December 2023, the chamber saluted its for-
mer chairs Mac Raczkiewicz, Roman Rewald,
and Joseph Wancer, who received diplomas of
appreciation along with a standing ovation
from the membership. AmCham.pl Quarterly

took the opportunity to ask them about their
remarks on how AmCham developed over
the years and the challenges it must be ready
to face in the coming years. 

GAINING RECOGNITION
Roman Rewald—AmCham Chairman from
2004-2010—said that at that time, Poland
was undertaking a massive political and eco-
nomic transformation with substantial assis-
tance from the US. "There was a need for the
creation of an organization to represent Amer-

ican commercial interests," Rewald said. 
It was Mac Raczkiewicz, who came up with an
idea to have such an organization. He ap-
proached the head of the commercial unit at
the US Embassy, Edgar Fulton, asking him for
support, and he got it. AmCham grew quickly,
as many more investors came to the country. 
According to Rewald, AmCham enjoyed great
support from the US Commercial Service and
the US Ambassador. "The relationship with
the US Ambassador was always an important
factor in attracting the attention of American
investors to the organization," Rewald said. "As
American companies were run by people
who had been new to Poland and who stayed
here for generally only three or four years,
there was the need to have a common forum
for them and a place where they could social-
ize with their families. The US Embassy and
the US Ambassador’s Residence were impor-
tant venues where the investors could gather,"
Rewald said. 
He noted that over the years AmCham has
grown to become an important business or-
ganization in Poland. "AmCham’s newsletters
were very popular among top-ranking Polish
ministers and other government officials," Re-
wald said, adding that "AmCham opinions
were taken into consideration by the Polish
government to the extent that one Prime Min-
ister held a meeting of his Council of Ministers
with AmCham representatives to hear their
recommendations regarding the creation of a
market economy in the new democratic
Poland”.
At that time American investors and invest-
ments were instrumental in the transformation
of Poland from a communist country to a mar-
ket economy. American business assisted the
process in several ways. "One was through
the US government by the Embassy; another
was through non-governmental organizations;
the third, through private companies," Rewald
said. "The NGOs were especially interesting.
The Peace Corps in Poland introduced a
unique program whereby fresh MBA gradu-

ates were brought to Poland to help compa-
nies—not only in Warsaw but all over the
country—to reorganize themselves to meet
the requirements of a free market economy,"
Rewald said. 
He added that from the very beginning, Am-
Cham represented private American investors
who, as they brought their capital and their
know-how to Poland, were quickly regarded
as the best employers in the country. "The
American investment in Poland was massive
and took place long before European coun-
tries and their private companies realized that
Poland was a good place for their invest-
ments," Rewald said. 
He noted that at that time, investing in Poland
was regarded as high-risk. "American investors
were the first to arrive when Poland was still
an unknown territory for investors and very
few people knew how the situation in Poland
would develop. But AmCham comprised in-
vestor pioneers who promoted American
free-market values including management and
technological know-how, legal and accounting
standards in investment transactions, as well as
business ethics," Rewald said.  
According to Rewald, today, because of its
unilateral character, AmCham is still the best
organization representing the common inter-
ests and concerns of American investors in
Poland. "It always remained an exclusively
American business organization—with some
exceptions—and unlike other bilateral busi-
ness organizations, such as the British-Polish
or German-Polish Chambers of Commerce,
AmCham Poland has been always solely
American, which gave it a unique position
among business organizations in the country,"
Rewald said. 
He underlined that thanks to its growing rank
as a business organization—and also because
“the one-and-only Mac Raczkiewicz threw his
weight behind it”—AmCham was instrumental
in bringing together Polish business organiza-
tions to form the Enterprise Council (Rada

Przedsiębiorczości) to work as a coalition of

According to Mac Raczkiewicz, 
AmCham Poland should intensify its efforts
to lobby the US Congress to maintain
American involvement in Europe.
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business organizations that had a substantial
impact on the development of the dialogue
between the government and business in the
country. "Together with the Lewiatan Confed-
eration (Konfederacja Lewiatan), AmCham was
one of the founder members of the Council,"
Rewald said. 
Recently, the council has been recreated by
Polish organizations, although they do not in-
clude foreign investor organizations.
Rewald noted that one of AmCham’s achieve-
ments was that it has managed to evolve from
a small semi-social club into an influential busi-
ness organization "which is on a par with other
powerful business organizations, such as the
Lewiatan or Pracodawcy.pl," Rewald said. 
In his view, the close cooperation between
AmCham and the US Embassy in Poland—in-
cluding US Ambassadors and Commercial
Counselors—has been pivotal to the cham-
ber's success. "We hear from time to time that
AmCham Poland is considered one of the best
AmChams around and enjoys a good reputa-
tion both on the American side of the Atlantic
and in Poland, and in the entire European
Union," Rewald said. 

LEARNING CURVE
When, after 30 years of absence, he returned
to Poland in 1991, Joseph Wancer—AmCham
Chairman in 2011-2014— viewed the reap-
pearance of AmCham in the country, as a sign
that Poland was getting back to normal in
terms of its political, economic and social sys-
tems." There was no AmCham in Poland in
1945-90, so I understood its reemergence as
a part of the overall transformation of Poland
which also embraced rebuilding US-Poland re-
lationships," Wancer said. “This gigantic trans-
formation impacted every part of life in
Poland. For some reasons, the post 1989
challenges Poles were facing reminded me of
the incredible evolution the Japanese had to
master after the WW2. A total mental over-
haul of the society. The American, very con-
centrated and massive assistance given at that
time to Japan had been crucial and fundamen-
tal for its achieved success in terms of political,
legislative, economic and social changes.”
”AmCham in Poland, as I learned in the early
1990s, took the lead to become, through its
ties with US authorities, business, organiza-
tions and academic institutions, a mentor to
their Polish counterparts,” Wancer said.
In his view, in its early years, one of the prob-
lems for the organization in pursuing its goals
was the lack of Polish executives with work
experience in American companies and busi-
ness organizations. "It was therefore a good
moment to start educating Polish executives
about American business philosophy, manage-
ment models and its values," Wancer said,
adding that at the same time "AmCham began
to learn the ropes about the Polish business
reality". 
Wancer, who had been an AmCham Board

Member years before being elected the orga-
nization's Chair, said that in that time the goal
for the organization was to learn how to have
a tangible impact on the business landscape in
Poland and increase its effect as time went on.
By the time Wancer was elected Chairman,
the organization had gained strength, experi-
ence, and nationwide recognition. AmCham
became effective in developing and maintain-
ing constructive relationships with local au-
thorities, regulators and businesses. Yet, there
was still room for improvement. "We got in-
volved in supporting energy transformation in
Poland advocating for the creation of a do-
mestic shale gas industry and a nuclear power
plant in the country,” Wancer said. 
“Despite heavy efforts from both the US and
Polish sides, we failed to achieve the success
we expected. Both sides thought that the suc-
cess of the shale gas industry in the US would
pave the way for a similar success in Poland
and Europe. It did not materialize. Lessons
were, however, learned,” Wancer said. 
He underlined that as an organization, Am-
Cham has been able to learn from its failures.
As a result, the chamber has matured over the
years, which, according to him is best indi-
cated by the chamber's ability to engage in
high level strategic discussions with multiple
stakeholders and building strong and enduring
human-to-human relationships and relations.
"It has developed moderation skills on certain
issues for the sake of maintaining good rapport
without compromising its values at the same
time," Wancer said. 
This ability is of pivotal importance when gov-
ernments change in Poland and the US or dur-
ing crises such as the recent COVID-19
pandemic. "AmCham could adequately adjust
itself to face the challenges. With its cautious
and mature approach, AmCham could live
through many difficult moments without suc-
cumbing to unhealthy pessimism. At the same
time, when the going was good, AmCham
could maintain a sober outlook sparing itself
any unnecessary euphorias,” Wancer noted. 
He also praised AmCham—a conservative or-
ganization at its roots—for embracing change
gracefully. He tried to sow the seeds of diver-
sity across the organization when he was
Chairman. That is why he welcomed the
change in the chamber's constitution whereby,
for example, non-US citizens can be elected
AmCham Chairperson. "This is a very positive
development," Wancer said.  “It means that
we are moving forward and that the chamber
is on the right track."
Wancer is also happy and proud that Am-
Cham has joined the “Empower Her” pro-
gram of the US State Department. Gender
equality was high on his agenda during
Wancer's chairmanship. "There were three
women in the AmCham Board of Directors
who held high positions in their companies,"
he said. "Their roles, however, were not ade-
quately highlighted. Today it has changed. Fe-

male members of the AmCham Board are ac-
tive and decisive at conferences and high-key
gatherings and do get proper media exposure.
AmCham should carry on in this vein in the
future," Wancer said, adding that “a good ex-
ample of it would be to have a new Commit-
tee—Women in Business”.

CONTINUING THE LEADERSHIP
According to Roman Rewald, the main chal-
lenges AmCham faces today do not differ
much from those it faced in the past. "The or-
ganization must project and advocate for the
common interest of American investors in
Poland," Rewald said. "This means that Am-
cham’s lobbying is not used to pursue com-
petitive interests of a single company, but
rather it undertakes the interests of more than

one American investor as long as these inter-
ests are not in conflict with other US compa-
nies," Rewald said. 
In his opinion, it is pivotal that AmCham lob-
bying protects proper competition among
American companies and does not advance
the interest of one company over another. By
the same token, AmCham represents Ameri-
can companies’ group interests, protecting
them from any unfair treatment and promot-
ing fair competition in the Polish market with
other companies, including Polish companies.
“AmCham advocacy, is of great importance
and there are excellent instances of several
very successful advocacy actions, which even-
tually led to the improvement of the Polish
commercial environment," Rewald said. 
In his view, "the unrelenting challenge for the
AmCham Board of Directors is to be the
leader among American investors, anticipating
the challenges that need to be addressed to

Roman Rewald noted that the main
challenges AmCham is facing today have
remained the same as the organization
faced in the past. 
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prove, time and time again, that the chamber
is a proper guardian of the interests of its
members,” he said. 
Rewald underlined that today, and beyond
today, "AmCham has to show leadership and
must observe business and economic environ-
ments to detect and define real needs for its
member companies to remain a useful organi-
zation".
Rewald noted that in this process, the Am-
Cham Committees have a special role to play.
"One of the best features of the organization is
the activities of its committees," he said. 
The chamber has several committees which
combine experts from different companies in
different areas of commerce. They generate
the advocacy needed for the interests of
American investors and provide the AmCham
Board with the necessary issues that should be
taken up on behalf of the whole organization.
“My advice, therefore, for the present Am-
Cham Board of Directors is to continue to be
vigilant of what is happening in the commercial
field, be watchful of the political changes in
Poland, and take positions whenever there is a
need to improve the wellbeing of American
investors," Rewald said. 
He added that keeping close ties with the US
Ambassador and US Commercial Counselor
is a must. "I am very happy that the present
Ambassador is well attuned to AmCham and
what AmCham can do for American interests
in Poland," he said. 
Rewald added that economic stability, pros-
perity, and security have been the main values
underlined by AmCham Poland over the
years—at the beginning, when AmCham was
created, and today when AmCham is the
leader among all foreign investors in Poland.
"AmCham has always advocated business val-

ues for the free market economy, defining
them around fair competition, good employ-
ment practices, good management technol-
ogy, and making sure that there is proper
capital and technological investment to ad-
vance the position of all foreign investors in
Poland," Rewald said. 

PROTECTING THE SOCIAL FABRIC
Wancer agreed that the main mission-related
challenges AmCham is facing today do not dif-
fer much from those the chamber had faced in
the past. “Our prime duty is to promote and
support American business in Poland,” Wancer
said, adding that “by applying the best known
to us means and measures, in cooperation
with the US Embassy, we also strongly impact
the wellbeing of other international companies
in Poland, as well as the whole local economy. 
This is a very meaningful contribution, to be
continued in the future. We have always
known how to navigate business in rough
times, in crises. We have learned that relation-
ships, at all levels, are of utmost importance to
succeed in business”.
However, Wancer noted that the world today
is much more fragile than in the past in many
areas including geopolitics and technology.
"There are major disruption areas around the
world, including in the US, Europe, Ukraine,
Israel, and China," he said. "Populism is much
more prevalent today than it was 20 or even
15 years ago. Democracy and freedom are at
stake. To protect them, for the sake of future
generations, people of good will, regardless of
nationality and religion, must master their be-
lief in humanity and come closer to basic
human values. We should be at the helm of
this process within the scope of our AmCham
statutory activities. For that reason, we should
intensify the ESG drive among our members,
as well as the whole business community,”
Wancer said. 
In his view, “geopolitics always presents diffi-
cult realities to cope with, but it does not ex-
cuse us from taking courageous and
even-handed actions to retain our independ-
ence and strength in developing favorable and
worthy solutions. Of course, always with the
human being at the center of attention,”
Wancer said.
He added that “today's challenges for business
are burdened by new risks. And yet, it is re-
markable to note that the dynamic growth of
new technology can create enormous oppor-
tunities for the world, to live better and hap-
pier than before. As long as we agree that
technology is for the people, not the other
way around.”
While AmCham has always stood for democ-
racy, security, safety, and prosperity, today it
must not shy away from continuing to stand
for those values even stronger. Wancer said
that the key to success for AmCham is to
focus tirelessly on the human side of con-

ducted business. “As an organization, we must
not try to preserve the past but courageously
look into the future," he said.  

REINFORCING 
TRANSATLANTIC TIES
According to Mac Raczkiewicz, who was Am-
Cham’s Founding Member and Chairman
from 1990 to 2004, an important issue that
AmCham needs to address ASAP regards
geopolitics and the election cycle in the US. "It
is historically conditioned that in the US, busi-
ness supports the Republican Party to a much
higher degree than the Democratic Party
does," Raczkiewicz said. "With this, businesses
lobbying efforts through Republican congress-
men and congresswomen bring more tangible
results than with their Democratic counter-
parts,” Raczkiewicz said.
Meanwhile, there is a high probability that
Donald Trump will win the Republican nomi-
nation for running in the 2024 US presidential
elections. Trump's skepticism regarding the
role the US should play in Europe is well-
known. “Trump has spoken publicly about lim-
iting the role of the US in NATO across the
European region which only reflects the Re-
publican party's current lack of enthusiasm for
getting involved in Europe,” Raczkiewicz said,
adding that “what is more, Trump has hinted
several times that if elected US President, he
may table a motion for a US withdrawal from
NATO”.
“If that happens, the American investment
community will stop getting engaged in Eu-
rope to a greater extent than it has done so
far," Raczkiewicz said adding that “investing in
Europe in such circumstances will pose too
much risk for American business”.
This, of course, will harm the economy of
Poland and other countries in the region. 
With such a threat, there is a role for Am-
Cham Poland to play. “The chamber should
use its member companies to convey a mes-
sage to their headquarters in the US about the
importance of the US membership in NATO,
not only for Poland but the entire European
region," Raczkiewicz said.  
He added that it should be an intensive, ongo-
ing effort on the part of AmCham Poland. The
organization should be drumming this mes-
sage at meetings with its member companies
and the representatives of American compa-
nies traveling to Poland, so they take it back to
their US headquarters. "With their global busi-
ness outlook and good lobbying connections
with Republican congressmen and senators,
they may convey this message to the Con-
gress," Raczkiewicz said.
In doing so, AmCham should also work with
the US Chamber of Commerce in Washing-
ton D.C. "We need to say it and repeat that
message over and over," he said.

Joseph Wancer believes that the key to
further success for AmCam is to focus 
tirelessly on the human side of conducted
business.
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AMCHAM 2023 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING & CHRISTMAS RECEPTION 

1 2 3 4
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1. tony hoUSh, AmChAm ChAirmAn. 2. mArK brzEzinSKi, US AmbASSAdor to PolAnd.
3. ElżbiEtA CzEtWErtyńSKA, AmChAm boArd mEmbEr, Citi hAndoWy. 4. mArzEnA drElA,
AmChAm ExECUtivE And oPErAtionS dirECtor. 5. mArtA PAWlAK, AmChAm lEGAl &
PUbliC PoliCy dirECtor. 6. John lynCh; JózEf WAnCEr; mAC rACzKiWiCz, formEr Am-
ChAm ChAirmAn; mArzEnA drElA, AmChAm ExECUtivE & oPErAtionS dirECtor; tony

hoUSh; romAn rEWAld, formEr AmChAm ChAirmAn. 7. AmChAm boArd mEmbErS tony

hoUSh, CGC AdviSorS; dAvid dEbEnEdEtti, dmSK; mArtA PoślAd, GooGlE; ElżbiEtA

CzEtWErtyńSKA; mAłGorzAtA SKoniECznA, PEPSiCo; AGniESzKA JAnKoWSKA, t-mobilE;
John lynCh, lynKA; rAdoSłAW KASKiEWiCz,3m. 8. tony hoUSh; mArK brzEzinSKi; JACEK

drAbiK, motorolA; PAtriCK bUrKE Ey; AnnA boryS, mCdonAld'S; John lynCh;  mArtA

AmChAm PolAnd hEld itS AnnUAl GEnErAl mEEtinG And ChriStmAS rECEPtion,
in dECEmbEr, At thE WEStin WArSAW hotEl. thE mAin PArtnEr of thE rECEP-
tion WAS Citi hAndloWy, And SPonSorS-in-Kind WErE StoCK, PEPSiCo, PErłA–

broWAry lUbElSKiE S.A., And E. & J. GAllo WinEry. thE rAfflE SPonSorS WErE E.
& J. GAllo WinEry, CASinoS PolAnd At thE WArSAW mArriott hotEl, EStéE

lAUdEr, forEvEr livinG ProdUCtS, mAry KAy, StoCK, And thE WEStin WArSAW.
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SAGAnEK, EStE lAUdEr; tomASz KoniK, dEloittE; AGniESzKA tomASzESKA, AviS. 9. mAtEUSz bUdnEr, tomASz łEbKoWSKi, PWC. 10. JózEf WAnCEr, formEr AmChAm ChAir-
mAn; ElżbiEtA CzErtWErtyńSKA; dorotA SzoStEK–rUStECKA, Citi hAndloWy. 11. rAdoSłAW KASKiEWiCz; ElżbiEtA CzEtWErtyńSKA; mAłGorztA SKoniECznA;  John lynCh. 12.
tony hoUSh; mArzEnA drElA; mArtA PAWlAK; mArK brzEzinSKi. 13. WoJCiECh Król, mP, CiviC PlAtform; mArzEnA drElA, tony hoUSh. 14. dr. bArbArA StEPnoWSKA,
AmChAm GdAńSK dirECtor; miChAł boJKo, dynAtrACE.  15. JAn mAłolEPSzy, PEGA; JACEK drAbiK, motorolA SolUtionS. 16. tony hoUSh; zyGmUnt łoPAlEWSKi, WhirlPool.
17. thE Citi hAndloWy Choir. 18. SłAWomir zyGoWSKi, GEnErAl ElECtriC; AnnA PASzKiEWiCz, PWC; mAriUSz miElCzArEK, AmAzon.
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INTEGRATING UkRAINIAN REFUGEES IN 
THE POLISH ECONOMIC LANDSCAPE—
CATALYzING POSITIVE MENTAL HEALTH

by dr. Shaifali Sandhya with jakub lynch

The world is facing unprecedented levels of
displacement as 1 of every 621 persons is es-
timated to be uprooted from their homes
and heritage. We see the displaced in the
news – encamped under canopies along bor-
ders as far as the eye can see; swarming
wooden boats for treacherous sea journeys;
and plummeting to their deaths from the
skies as stowaways in London’s gardens2.
The world over, the refugee is generally por-
trayed as a controversial figure, an unwel-
come squatter exploiting largesse, a
harbinger of malaise and disease, and thus
often warehoused out of sight.  

Not so in Poland and not the Ukrainian
refugee, I discovered. It was during this air of
hyperbole, rhetoric, and paranoia surround-
ing refugees, that I visited Poland and Ukraine
in 2022. Ordinary Poles opened their homes
to support the fleeing Ukrainians severely
strained by their flights, corruption, violence,
sickness, health threats, abuse and even rape.
As of January 2024, approximately 10 million
remain uprooted. 

The Poles’ warm welcome was similar to
the Germans’ sympathy for refugees or peo-

ple forced to flee due to a fear of persecution

in past crises. In 2023, with my research as-
sistant Jakub Lynch, we explored the adjust-
ment of Ukrainians displaced in Polish
society: Why did ordinary Poles sympathize
with the plight of the uprooted Ukrainians so
deeply, especially when so many others were

reacting adversely to refugees? 
The science of refugees supports the Polish

reaction—that the displaced are not the
problem and that they may in fact, be our
panacea. It is true that refugees may pose a
quandary for host communities—but not in
the ways we may commonly fear. 

THE POLISH RESPONSE 
Only six months prior to the Russian inva-

sion of Ukraine, a majority of Poles had been
opposed to admitting migrants of any kind3,
including refugees, and half of those polled
wanted to build a border wall, albeit on the
Belarus border. After 24 February 2022, en

masse, Poles experienced a change of heart.
A Pew survey4 revealed that a majority of
Poles supported admitting refugees from
countries where people are fleeing war and
violence. Although an 'overwhelming major-
ity' of Poles in 2023 were still keen to wel-
come those fleeing Ukraine according to the
Public Opinion Research Centre (CBOS) re-
cently, there are indications that the Polish
sentiment towards Ukrainians may be shift-
ing5. 

What has also not been widely covered is
what happened after the displaced Ukrainians
relocated in Poland. Buttressing support to
the Ukrainians displaced were hundreds of
businesses, many of them AmCham member
companies. An array of businesses employed
Ukrainians in large numbers, which not only
gave them a stable income and means to sur-
vive, but also some peace of mind and sup-
port to deal with the trauma they were
experiencing.  A few notable examples in-
clude:
• The Canpack Group, a global manufac-
turer of beverage containers, relocated hun-
dreds of its Ukrainian employees and
provided longer-term accommodation along
with legal, banking, and educational support
• CMC, a metallurgical manufacturer of
rebar, arranged lodging for refugees in Poland
extended to them Polish language lessons
and school supplies for their children  
• Corporate Aid for Ukraine, a program of
the American Chamber of Commerce in
Poland (AmCham Poland) provided humani-

tarian relief to the refugees. 
• National railway company PKP Intercity,
Poland’s largest Polish rail operator offered
free travel for refugees
• Lux Med, Poland's largest private health-
care company, assisted by offering urgent and
free medical help to refugees.

Multilateral cooperation between local gov-
ernments, local businesses, chambers of
commerce, and business associations has en-
abled a range of support for displaced
Ukrainians that includes humanitarian aid as
well as other forms of assistance.      

Sympathy for the Ukrainian refugee in Pol-
ish hearts could spring from a variety of fac-
tors: the perception of ethnic similarity, their
common attitude towards Russia, aspirations
of their economic advancement, or that em-
ployment of Ukrainians in their society was
commonplace. In the face of its declining and
aging population, Poland can see advantages
from the influx of Ukrainians in the domains
of demographic, defense, and social and eco-
nomic issues. The nation’s structural short-
ages in labor prior to the invasion attracted
Ukrainian refugees which, per the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund6 increased its competi-
tiveness and raised its prospects of economic
growth.

THE GLOBAL REFUGEE 
PERSPECTIVE
The Polish response illustrates how a sup-
portive national response can both empower
refugees and uplift host nations. In an era
where most nations will shun the displaced
even if they are neighbors—such as Egypt of
Gazans, Pakistan of Afghans, India of Ro-
hingyas, the spontaneous generosity of the
Poles stands out as a beacon of hope for
what they believe refugees will offer their so-
ciety.   

Indeed, refugees stimulate economies, as
we gather from other nations who are hous-
ing them. In Lebanon, Palestinian refugees
are stimulating rural and local economies7 by
an estimated USD 400 million a year. Syrian
refugees, despite enduring exclusion, depri-
vation and harassment at the hands of the

A Ukrainian refugee at the Warsaw East
train station in february 2022. Employers
who wish to support Ukrainian workers
can attract and retain them through 
benefits such as child-care support 
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government and employers, form the bul-
warks of Lebanon’s construction8 and agricul-
ture sector. In Poland, according to the
National Bank of Poland, Ukrainian immi-
grants between 2014-18 contributed 11 per-
cent to its gross domestic product.

GAPS IN ROBUST MENTAL HEALTH
CAN BE LABOR MARKET 
CONSTRAINTS
But what is not commonly known, is that
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) in war-
affected communities presents a high and
routine burden for asylum seekers. In the
first two years after their arrival to a safe
haven country, the anxiety and depression
will generally peak to high clinical levels. Up
to 1 in 5  refugees9 has diagnosable PTSD
and related mental health conditions and can
impact if and how they will adapt within host
societies. 

Despite the clear economic benefits yielded
from refugees, what is little known is: What
policies can organizational leaders enact that
can leverage positive mental well-being to
boost the productivity of their Ukrainian
work-force?

However, even before we begin to answer
that question, one must ask another: How
do you incentivize someone to work, no
matter how much they might claim they de-

sire to work, when their menfolk are either
warring, maimed, lost, or in deprivation?
There are no easy or sure-shot answers to
this. 

In essence, for host nations,including
Poland, to see economic benefits of refugees
unfold, government and business leaders
need to gain awareness how the devastating
toll of refugee mental health can be a serious
labor market constraint. Following this, how
can timely mental health be made available
for its refugees to alleviate their sufferings
when it may face significant limitations in
Poland? The following indicators provide us a
snapshot of how high quality mental health is
still at arms-length for the average Pole:  
• Polish children have the lowest rates of
mental well-being10 in Europe: Since 2020
there has been a staggering rise of 148 per-
cent in Polish children’s attempts to commit
suicide;
• Acute shortage of doctors with 12 psychia-
trists per 100,000 people, according to the
National Chamber of Physicians and is the
lowest among all European Union11 coun-
tries;
• Waiting times are long and may contribute
to exacerbating issues. For instance, a child
has to wait on average, 238 days to see a
psychiatrist12;
• Widespread stigma prevents people from
seeking mental health. Sixty percent of men-
tal health patients say they do not seek help
due to stigma;
• Spending on mental health care is bare-

bones—3.7 percent of the national budget—
and is overshadowed by the economic bur-
den of depression, anxiety and other mental
health issues in society13.

UP TO THE CHALLENGE?
Although mental illnesses drives costs up-
wards of 4 percent  of our GDP14, damage
precious life years, most countries allocate no
more than 2 percent of their national budgets
on mental health and are a critical public
health issue. Mental health is a neglected
issue across the whole population. New gov-
ernment initiatives such as the “Family 800+”
implemented in January 2024 will improve
access to health services and are a step in
the right direction. Improving mental health
promotes social integration and the resilience
of families, and plenty more needs to be
done especially the war-affected Ukrainian
family. Can Poland’s business community take
on the challenge of effective partnerships and
advocacy to increase their government’s re-
sponse capabilities in the area of refugee
mental health, riddled in taboos, under-
funded, and disorganized?

Alongside, they will need to envision na-
tionwide stigma reduction campaigns to man-
age discrimination and retaliation as they
make available public health services to their
displaced. 

Mental health is the most critical factor af-
fecting whether people are able to stay in
their jobs. The business community in Poland
has shown it can work together with a uni-
fied goal in a proactive way – but can it be vi-
sionary? For this it will have to realize their
advantages by understanding the unique
needs of its displaced Ukrainians and prepare
adequately for the limitations they face.      
Even the most well-intentioned nations like
Poland believe in the shared myth with
refugees themselves -  that they will quickly
find employment and things will fall into
place. Finding work is an important form of
refuge and repair for the Ukrainian refugee. 

Viktoria Petrovska, 33, a displaced Ukrainian
was a former marketing specialist who is now
working for Lynka, an AmCham member
company. She agrees: “After 24 February
2022, the life of every Ukrainian citizen
changed forever.” “We had our life, our
home,” she added, “but after February 24,
we had to leave our country to save our
own lives. We really appreciate [the support
of the Polish government] but this support is
not enough for everyone, or it took a long
time to get it.” She believes that “the best
way to live, not simply to survive, was to
look for a job and work.”

But the idea that employment is a cure-all
for the sufferings of war can also be a fool’s
paradise. Ultimately the key to leveraging the
economic promise of the displaced Ukraini-
ans will lie in not just creating jobs, but in
their active engagement in their employ-

ment, low attrition and absenteeism, as well
as to enhance their cultural integration. Re-
searchers estimate15 the staggering costs of
mental health globally due to absenteeism-
from work, attrition, and loss of productivity
due to working while sick, range from USD
4-7 trillion. The stereotypes that typically
tend to be attributed to refugees— ‘lazy’ or
‘not driven,’— may in fact, be reflecting  their
depression.

MENTAL HEALTH QUANDARY
Treating traumas may generally not be in-
tractable as once feared. Mental health di-
alogs once considered taboo are no longer

so—and repairing the traumas of its newest
members of society to afford assimilation can
afford new avenues of economic growth.   

Well-being and the freedom from mental
health impairments, as per the World Health
Organization, has been established as the key
component towards achieving education,
employment, development, and peaceful so-
cieties16. Thus, the mental health quandary
posed by some refugees can instead be
seized by Poland as an opportunity to priori-
tize mental health planning for spurring sus-
tainable integration. 

THE UKRAINIAN ADVANTAGE
My preliminary research provides emerging
data that invisible advantages with Ukrainian
refugees also exist. Although a high level of
refugees from war-affected nations will be
traumatized, not each one is. Among the dis-
placed Ukrainians , a sample of mostly fe-
males, in Poland for instance, 50 percent

Viktoria Petrovska, 33, a displaced
Ukrainian believes the best way for
Ukrainians to live, following the invasion,
was to look for a job and work.
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present at clinical levels of anxiety and de-
pression with a majority of Ukrainians having
survived shelling, grenades and other combat
situations and forced evacuation under dan-
gerous conditions. This figure, although dis-
tressing, is by far, much lower than the levels
afflicting other refugee populations. But of
course, this may change when the war ends
and we are all confronted with a debilitating
landscape of family stress, physical and emo-
tional devastation alongside Ukrainian fami-
lies. At that time, we will need to be
prepared for a more sprawling need for
mental health services when the war ends. 
For the typical Ukrainian refugee in Poland as
compared to a refugee in Germany, language
may not pose as much of a limiting barrier in
the workplace, according to findings by the
EWL Group, one of the largest temporary
providers of Ukrainian workers in Poland.
Sixty-eight percent of Ukrainian employees in
Polish workspaces report that they can com-
municate and be understood when they
communicate in Ukrainian. In Germany in
contrast, as per the EWL report, only 16
percent of refugees report that they are able
to communicate and be understood in their
native language. Nevertheless, the compara-
tive advantage that displaced Ukrainians have
does not mean that language fluency is sur-
mountable, and several challenges remain.
Thanks to the language and education advan-
tage that Ukrainians in Poland enjoy and  the
reduced red tape within the Polish bureau-
cracy for them, findings by the Polish Central
Bank using data from 3,165 adult Ukrainian
displaced found that approximately 80 per-
cent were either working, had a job lined up,
or were searching actively for a job. More-
over, according to the Polish Economic Insti-
tute, within the first 9 months of 2022
Ukrainians set up nearly 14,000 firms and
today, that figure is upwards of 24,100! 

BUSINESS COMMUNITY 
IMPERATIVE
The business community will need to ad-
dress the significant limitations that the dis-
placed Ukrainians  face in at least three major

ways:
• Exploring cultural differences in mentality,
demographics, and how they manifest in the
workplace: Despite the appearance of simi-
larities, unlike Poles today, Ukrainians still
grapple with systemic corruption, cronyism,
and mistrust in civil society, government, and
organizational leaders. The popular saying,
“Do not ask me how I made my first million”,
derives from the perspective that you can
only become wealthy, by robbing the nation
of its assets. There are other cultural differ-
ences in the workplace. Employees from
Ukraine at Lynka, a manufacturer and distrib-
utor of apparel, mention that there is greater
work discipline, more attention to product
quality, much greater responsibility at work,
and more attention to employee training in
Poland than in Ukraine. 
• Besides the cultural barriers of language,
the traditionally masculinized workspace
needs to be adapted to the new demo-
graphic—a majority of mothers working in
the manufacturing sector.  
• Matching workers’ education, skills, and in-
terests during each stage of employment: An
overwhelming number of Ukrainians dis-
placed, not unlike other immigrant and
refugee workers in other countries, are em-
ployed far below their qualifications leading
to their frustrations and challenges for their
Polish employers. Matching workers with
their interests and capabilities can be a practi-
cal and immediate way to reduce stress in
the system. 

EDUCATING AND PLANNING FOR
INTER-GROUP HOSTILITIES 
TO REDUCE BIAS AND 
DISCRIMINATION AT WORK
In a study of 150 immigrant and refugee do-
mestic workers employed in Poland, con-
ducted by Care International and Center for
Social and Economic Research17, 61 percent
reported experiencing "unequal treatment,”
“discrimination,” “harassment” or “abuse at
work”; 51 percent reported being “forced to
work while sick;” and, 46 percent reported
being “forced to work for too long or denied
adequate rest and breaks”. In recent months,
Poles report a “Ukrainian refugee fatigue,”
and seem to be using them as the scapegoat
for their own misfortunes. There is a com-
mon belief that Ukrainian women are "hus-
band-hunting" and breaking up Polish families.
Also, when people see luxury SUVs with
Ukrainian registration plates and the crowds
of Ukrainian shoppers in luxury stores in
Warsaw and other big cities,  there is a per-
ception that Ukrainians refugees who are re-
lated to the oligarchs take advantage of their
refugee status in Poland. The tides may be
turning against the Ukrainian refugee, al-
though they clearly retain the “favorite
refugee” status of the Poles. However, it may

be a good time for a deeper introspection on
fair, equal and inclusive terms, and treatment
of all refugees. 

Until much needed national efforts to
strengthen mental health capacity are mobi-
lized on a large scale, employers can be in-
strumental in building refugee resilience.
Managing their mental health concerns, fos-
tering harmonious inter-group working con-
ditions, and understanding the unique beliefs
of employers and employment of Ukrainians,
are vital. As a start, this can include seven
strategies:
• Providing their Ukrainian employees with
good benefits, especially child-care solutions;
• Awareness-raising campaigns around men-
tal health literacy or the knowledge and be-
liefs about posttraumatic stress to eliminate
barriers in treatment seeking;
• Partnering with nongovernmental agencies
for urgent telehealth services, trauma-in-
formed care and stepped interventions for
more severe psychological problems;
• Offering onsite Polish language courses and
skill-building courses for the professional de-
velopment for displaced Ukrainian women;
• Payments on more frequent basis to help
them meet their various financial obligations; 
• Brainstorming effective ways to enhance
their cultural integration;
• Addressing and challenging stigma and hos-
tility among employers, in the workplace,
and among the public.

TRANSFORMATIVE MOVEMENT
For the Poles in America and elsewhere who
endured generations of hardship, poverty
and stereotyping, Poland’s treatment of
refugees offers a transformative moment—of
overturning how the world ought to support,
and not to undermine the refugee. Building a
refugee’s health for effective integration is a
leap of faith, love, and hard work—and who
better to poise for it and plan for it than the
Polish-American business community.   

ABout tHe AutHorS
Dr. Shaifali Sandhya is a US
and UK-trained psychologist

with an upcoming book, 
Displaced: Refugees,

Trauma, and Integration
Within Nations by oxford

University Press (march, 2024). 
Jakub Lynch is a Polish-Ameri-

can dual national, born and
raised in Krakow. in 2022, he
founded the Grabie School of

English, for Ukrainian refugees.
he is currently enrolled at

lehigh University in bethlehem,
PA where he is an economics

major with additional interests
in psychology and public policy.

A Ukrainian refugee at the Warsaw East
train station in february 2022. Post-trau-
matic stress disorder in war-affected com-
munities presents a high and routine
burden for asylum seekers.  
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cHAnging PerSPectiVeS
the needs of ukrainian migrant workers before february 2022, and ukrainian war refugees after
the date, are depicted in Report on Cross Border Mobility Ukrainian Citizens on the Polish Labor

Market — New Challenges and Perspectives18.

The most critical aspects of fostering integration in the labor market in Poland, as
viewed Ukrainian migrant workers and Ukrainian war refugees. Graphs show percent of

the sample indicating given aspects. (Pre-war migrants 2023, N-300; war refugees 2023, N-200)

Educational levels 
of Ukrainians coming to Poland
pre-war and as war refugees. 
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14.https://www.oecd.org/els/a-new-benchmark-for-mental-health-systems-
4ed890f6-en.htm

15.https://www.thelancet.com/action/showPdf?pii=S2589-
5370%2822%2900405-9

16. https://www.who.int/southeastasia/news/detail/10-10-2023-world-mental-
health-day-mental-health-is-a-universal-human-right

17. https://www.care-international.org/resources/shadows-ukrainian-domestic-
workers-poland

18. the report was extracted from the 4th edition of the sociological study enti-
tled Citizens of Ukraine on the Polish labour market.  new challenges and Per-
spectives, conducted in 2023 by the EWl migration Platform, the foundation

for the Support of migrants on the labour market ‘EWl’, and the Centre for East
European Studies at the University of Warsaw.

2021 (N-600) 2023 (N-500)

Vocational Seconday
Incomplete

higher
University

Gender 
of Ukrainians living in Poland 

Pre-war migrants
(N-300)

War refugees 
(N-500)

Women Man Don’ want to say

Broad access to social 
benefits

Migrant workers War refugees

51%50%

Facilitating access to
language courses

47%49%

Facilitating access to
healthcare

33%38%

Facilitating access to
education

48%47%

Participation in labor
market activation 

programs

22%44%

Access to psychological
support

31%26%
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One of the focus areas of your 2024
book titled Displaced. Refugees,

Trauma, and Integration within Na-

tions is the cultural integration of
refugees with the host country. How
does this look like in the case of
Ukrainian refugees in Poland?
The Ukrainian and Polish cultures, despite
outward appearances, differ on many facets:
historic geopolitical alliances, religious affili-
ation, tradition, folklore, connection to their
land, and trust placed in government, and
so forth. The extent to which the cultural
capital—attitudes, skills, values, and cultural
practices—of Ukrainians or any other dis-
placed group is shared by their hosts can
foster mutual understanding, enrichment of
host cultures, migrants’ engagement in so-
cioeconomic and civic life, and ultimately,
stronger communities. But cultural integra-
tion is also a two-way process and it is also
host societies that have to accept them and
develop inclusive policies for integrating
them.  

What are the major psychological
problems that war refugees suffer
and is there any indication that this
is different in Poland after the Russ-
ian invasion?
Refugees, especially refugees of war, con-
stitute the most vulnerable of individuals.
They exhibit a pattern of trauma referred to
as triple trauma where they endure a long
tail of complex trauma in the form of: acute
stressors during eruption of violence in their
home countries, during their perilous jour-
neys, and while seeking asylum in the host

nation. But among the displaced Ukrainians
in Poland, my preliminary research demon-
strates that 50 percent of females present
at clinical levels of anxiety and depression.
This figure, although distressing, is by far,
much lower than the levels afflicting other
refugee populations. Nevertheless, with the
full toll of casualties and breadth of devasta-
tion in Ukraine underreported, unknown or
difficult to assess, this data may as yet, offer
an incomplete picture of their mental health
status. 

In what way can the private sector
support displaced Ukrainians to at
least partially help them overcome
their stress and trauma?
Although the prevalence of post-traumatic
stress disorder can affect a small percentage
of adults from community samples, in
refugee communities the rates can be ten-
fold. Refugees present with myriad and
complex injuries, some visible and others
invisible, challenging if and how they will in-
tegrate in societies. Employers can assist by
becoming aware that trauma does not end
with their migration; providing their Ukrain-
ian employees with tailored health and
other urgent, walk-in mental health sup-
ports; partnering with nongovernmental
agencies for providing stress counselling,
child and family counseling, and mental
health education; support and training for
managers to help them identify co-workers
who might be struggling, provision of quiet
rooms and regular breaks, and developing
policies to ensure flexibility with affected
staff. 

Dr. Shaifali Sandhya is a US and UK-

trained psychologist. She holds a doctorate

from The University of Chicago and  an

M.A. from the University of Cambridge. 

Dr. Sandhya's work has been featured in in-

ternational media including The New York

Times, Fox TV, CBS, US News and

World Report and National Public Radio.

Dr. Sandhya is also the former Chair of the

International Committee of Women

(The American Psychological Association)

and an internationally  acclaimed  author

(www.shaifalisandhya.com).

Her latest book, Displaced:   Refugees,

Trauma and Integration within Nations, pub-

lished by Oxford University Press, will be

released in March 2024. 

AmCham.pl Quarterly

Editor Tom Ćwiok talks with 
Dr. Shaifali Sandhya about some 
of her research findings conducted

on Ukrainian war refugees in Poland. 
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drAwing 
BASeline ScenArioS

January

In January, AmCham members met to dis-
cuss economic prospects for 2024. The
speakers were Dominika Bettman, General
Manager at Microsoft Poland; Adam Czer-
niak, Chief Economist at Polityka Insight, a
market intelligence specialist linked to the
weekly Polityka; and Geoff Gottlieb, Interna-
tional Monetary Fund’s Senior Regional Rep-
resentative for the Office for Central, Eastern
and Southeastern Europe. 
Tony Housh, AmCham Chairman, who
moderated the discussion, in his opening re-
marks, referred to the current political situa-
tion in Poland that developed after the
parliamentary elections by saying that “any
ongoing impasse or conflict between the
constitutional bodies that prevents reform,
legislation, and positive steps going forward,
is not good for the economy, our companies,
our employees, and is not good for investor
confidence”.

PESKY INFLATION
Explaining the current economic situation,
Gottlieb went as far back as the global finan-
cial crisis of 2006-07, which, having origi-
nated in the US, spread to Europe. It was
not until 2012 that the first signs of economic
recovery began to surface. It lasted until
2020 but generally “in much of the US and
Europe, it was fairly disappointing” Gottlieb
said, as consumer demand and employment
rates failed to return to pre-crisis levels. 
The only economic indicator that was
brought under control to some extent across
most economies, was inflation, which de-
clined, albeit down to “disappointingly low”
levels, according to Gottlieb. The low infla-
tion forced companies to restrain from hiring
new workers and economists wondered
how stronger growth could be stimulated in
such circumstances. 
The COVID-19 pandemic was a game
changer, leading to a hyper-policy response
on the monetary and fiscal fronts. Govern-
ments had the luxury of planning with no fear
of boosting inflation, which was already too
weak. As a result, the response, especially in
the US, amounted to a major surge in fiscal
policy stimulus and monetary retraction. This
coupled with huge problems with supply
chains coinciding with a huge push in de-
mand, leading to a major inflation shock in
the US which, again, spread to Europe. 
Then, another supply shock came, this time

from the war in Ukraine. Yet, policy as well
as time helped demand and supply return to
balance. “Inflation has subsided although it
had taken longer to subside than many ex-
pected, but on the other hand, it is subsiding
much faster than many people expected,”
Gottlieb said.
He also noted that corporate profitability has
been huge in Poland and elsewhere in recent
months. “It is partially because the ability to
pass on price increases (when inflation is
high) is much easier than the pressure to in-
crease wages,” Gottlieb said. 
With this, retail prices increased much faster
than wages and faster than energy costs. As a
result, both the banking and non-banking
sectors saw a huge increase in profitability.
“In economic terms, this period was unique
because no increase in unemployment cou-
pled with a growth in profitability and a very
good asset quality in the bank,” Gottlieb said,
adding that from a macroeconomic perspec-
tive, “corporate profitability is not something
that I would be particularly worried about.”
He said that the question now is whether the
world economy goes back to where it came
from “which is a world of excess supply cou-
pled with too little demand, low price pres-
sure and lots of globalization, or whether that
world is gone for good”. If the latter turns
out to be true, interest rates and inflation will
be permanently higher, along with perma-
nently higher pressures on debt with lower
long-term growth. 
This is how the IMF sees the future. The
bank’s medium-term growth (five years) is
the lowest since the early 1990s. 
Gottlieb noted, however, that some of that
prediction signals a progress in economic
convergence which means that as countries
get richer their economic growth rate falls. 
The current global economic fragmentation,
which has been taking shape over the last 10
years, is currently negatively impacting global
growth. It signifies new challenges for some
countries while for others there is a growth
opportunity in the current economic situa-
tion. Poland is in the latter group. 

MIXED EMOTIONS
For Adam Czerniak, the economic situation
in Poland poses risks but at the same time of-
fers opportunities. On the positive side, Cz-
erniak noted, it seems that the inflation shock
has ended, and “there are attempts to bring
the inflation rate down in Poland steadily and

effectively,” he said. 
He also said that the Polish economy has re-
covered from low economic growth.
When it comes to risks, there is still a possi-
bility that high inflation may return. “The
menace of inflation is persistent,” Czerniak
said, explaining that the fear of high inflation
makes wage-earners push for higher wages,
and when they get them they spend more
and fuel inflation as a result. “It is a man-
made phenomenon and it may take place in
Poland,” he said. 
In a similar vein, Gottlieb said that it is too
early to declare victory over inflation. “The
specific reason to be concerned is that un-
employment has stayed so low throughout
the entire recovery period,” Gottlieb said. “It
is a bit of a surprise that you can have such a
big monetary tightening globally and yet labor
has remained strong everywhere.”
The adjustment came via a fall in real wages
rather than a rise in unemployment. There
are reasons for that in Central and Eastern
Europe that can be attributed to structural
factors like demographics. “The big question
is whether workers in Poland are still seeking
compensation for the loss in inflation-ad-
justed wages that they had during recent
years,” Gottlieb said adding that “Poland
should be careful to make sure that inflation
expectations do not get embedded in em-
ployees’ wage negotiations”.
According to Czerniak, coinciding different
trends and policies in the economy—such as
climate transition, and reshuffling supply
chains—pose certain challenges and threats
to economic growth. “It is not clear now if
the supply side will be adequate when con-
sumer demand takes off. If not, it will fuel in-
flation. So, it will be crucial that monetary
policymakers are up to the task the world
over and manage to bring down inflation
when the need be,” Czerniak said. 
There are even more question marks when
it comes to the economic policies of the new
government in Poland. Climate transition and
the need to change Poland’s energy mix from
coal-based to renewable energy is a big chal-
lenge for the current government. “It calls for
persistent and fast-paced policies by intro-
ducing such measures that are already in
place in other EU countries,” Czerniak said.  
The social policy of the new government will
also be critical to stimulating the growth of
the Polish economy, Czerniak noted. “Many
political experts argue that eight years ago

AMCHAM MONTHLY MEETING
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Civic Platform lost power because the party’s
neoliberal social policy failed to address the
real needs of huge portions of the Polish so-
ciety. As a result, many voters felt they had
been excluded from high economic growth
and voted for Law and Justice. But during the
eight years of the Law and Justice govern-
ment, economic inequalities increased,” Cz-
erniaj said. 
He also said that another risk area for eco-
nomic growth lies in fiscal policy and whether
or not it will manage to evenly distribute the
risk of high inflation. High inflation means
higher prices and therefore higher tax rev-
enues for the government. It may translate
into more generous social policies and higher

expenditures. When inflation goes down,
however, tax revenue gets squeezed while
social expenditures remain at the same level.
“This is exactly the point that we are at
now—inflation is coming down, but the ex-
penses related, for example to the minimum
wage, are growing,” Czerniak said. “This nar-
rows the room for effective fiscal policies and
the question remains how socially-sensitive
the current government will be,” Czerniak
said. 
He added that unlike during the Covid-19
pandemic, Poland will not be able to keep its
fiscal deficit at 5 percent of GDP. “During the
pandemic, certain EU fiscal adjustment mech-
anisms were off, but now they are on again,”

Czerniak said. 
According to Gottlieb, the declining demo-
graphics of Poland pose risks for economic
growth. “The working-age population has
been shrinking in Poland and there are only
two ways to solve that,” Gottlieb said ex-
plaining that one is increasing labor force par-
ticipation by getting people to work longer;
another is having more migrant workers.
According to Gottlieb, in recent years, labor
productivity has increased in Poland. There is
no guarantee that it will continue, however,
“which is where human capital and technol-
ogy get together,” he said, adding that “we
do not know yet how it is going to contribute
to productivity.”

SOME PUZZLES
In recent years Poland has had a very low in-
flow of foreign direct investment—“an ex-
ceptionally, suspiciously low level” as Gottlieb
put it. He added that “Why that is after many
years of strong economic growth is perhaps
the biggest puzzle for economists in Poland.”
A part of the problem, Gottlieb noted, is not
that just investment is low but the reliance on
external funding from banks or equity in-
vestors is also exceptionally low in Poland,
and shrinking. “This is one puzzle,” Gottlieb
said. 
However, according to Czerniak, a large
chunk of FDI comes through reinvested
earnings of foreign investors, rather than new
greenfield FDI. “An estimated 55 percent up
to 60 percent of all FDI is reinvestment by
existing foreign investors in Poland, as op-
posed to completely new entrants in the
market,” Czerniak said. 

STRONG ZŁOTY DILEMMAS
After the recent parliamentary elections, the
złoty exchange rate grew stronger. Some in-
vestors in Poland, however, express a strong
desire for a weak exchange rate as it prompts
exports. In this number are companies that
export their goods and services to the US. 
AmCham Chairman Housh noted that
Poland has a significant surplus with the US in
trade and services. “Poland sells three times
as much in services to the US than it buys
from the US,” he said, adding that ten years
back such a trade balance between Poland
and the US was “unthinkable”. 
While a weak złoty stimulates Poland’s ex-
ports, Gottlieb said that the złoty exchange

rate is not a focus of policymakers in Poland.
“They let the exchange rate move and did
not intervene in the exchange rate which is
not essentially a floating exchange rate,” he
said, adding “It is a good sign for Poland and it
is good to get corporates to get used to a
moving exchange rate”.
Czerniak noted that the złoty exchange rate
may continue to increase not only because
the EU funds that Poland will assimilate this
year will strengthen the Polish national cur-
rency, but also because the Polish Central
Bank is expected to cut interest rates by
about 50 to 100 basis points, most likely in
the second half of 2024. “There will be a

point in which inflation in Poland will hit the
bottom and then it will go up, and then those
political risks will become the focus of the
Monetary Policy Council in Poland and it will
cut interest rates,” Czerniak said. “It all
means that interest rates at the end of 2024
will be higher in Poland than currently fore-
cast and the exchange rate of the Polish złoty
will be stronger”.

DRIVING EXPORTS
With a strong złoty came the question of
how the economic situation of Poland’s
largest trading partners may impact the Polish
economy in 2024. 

”the big question is whether workers in Poland are still seeking compensation for the loss in
inflation-adjusted wages that they had during recent years.”

Geoff Gottlieb, International Monetary Fund

”we have quite a positive forecast for the rebound within the global economy, which makes
for a more favorable scenario for Poland.”

Adam Czerniak, Polityka Insight

MEET THE SPEAKER

dominika Bettman
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nology and the human spirit titled “technologiczne
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in the ronald Coase scholarship program. 
in  2021-2023, he was one of Polish representa-
tives at the Council of the European master in offi-
cial Statistics affiliated to the Eurostat. 
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Gottlieb said that the economies of Poland
and Germany have fallen somewhat, but
“Germany is still the largest export destina-
tion for Poland, with the second largest being
Czechia which relies heavily on the German
economy. “A significant weakness of Poland’s
exports to these countries has been
recorded in recent months,” he said, adding
that it is not yet clear whether the decline in
German imports is a sign of a cyclical down-
turn or a structural problem in the German
economy. 
However, according to Czerniak, while
Poland and Germany are very intercon-
nected as trading partners, the structure of
that connection is such that Polish exports
mainly supply German producers who sell
abroad. Therefore, the potential of Germany
to maintain competitiveness in international
export markets is the key question. So far it is
able. “Today, the weakness of the German
economy is caused rather by a weakness of
its domestic market, evidenced by the con-
struction sector which had been hit very
hard, and in the decline of the purchasing
power of German households. While it
translates into a declining demand for Polish
goods in Germany, German exports are
more sensitive to what is happening in China,
and the EU. “We have quite a positive fore-
cast for the rebound within the global econ-
omy,” Czerniak said adding that “it makes for
a more favorable scenario for Poland”.
But exports are not everything. According to
Gottlieb, Poland’s advantage is its relatively
large domestic market which absorbs a signif-
icant portion of the country’s GDP genera-
tion. “The growth this year will go up to
around 3 percent, and it is going to be driven
by the recovery in consumption,” Gottlieb
said, adding that there is going to be a recov-
ery in the Polish economy “as a whole, even
if exports are weaker than before”. 

GRIM MOOD
Despite some positive outlook, the mood of
uncertainty prevailed as all speakers pointed
to political polarization dominating the inter-
national economic discussion, and agreed
that there are several factors around the
world, including the war in Ukraine and ten-
sions between China and Taiwan, that will
impact the global economy this year. 
IMF’s Gottlieb said that corporations have
not figured out how to navigate “the policy
mess and the political mess that we have”,
arguing that globalization was in retreat as in-
vestors had been caught off guard by expo-
sure in Russia and the fact that they had to
write off their assets there. “It is not clear

what the new situation means for investment
going forward and where to go,” Gottlieb
said. 
Another cause for concern is world demo-
graphics. Gottlieb noted that the populations
of all developed countries are shrinking
which negatively impacts their economic
growth. Only in Africa is the fertility rate high.
“Unless you get migrants from Africa, you are
steaing from Peter to pay Paul,” Gottlieb said. 

THE PROMISE OF TECHNOLOGY
While economic challenges pile up, Gottlieb
noted that the only thing that business peo-
ple put a lot of optimism in, albeit with some
caveats, is artificial intelligence (AI). 
Microsoft’s Bettman said that the current digi-
tal transformation, which has become one of
the pandemic-related global trends, is now
so overwhelming and fast-paced that “both
technology enthusiasts and skeptics had to
change their approach to technology”. 
Yet, many businesses approach digital trans-
formation with caution perceiving it as a chal-
lenge rather than a business opportunity. 
For Bettman, it is an opportunity when seen
from the point of view of hyper-scale tech-
nology companies such as Microsoft, but also
from the perspective of smaller companies
who look for new tools and technology solu-
tions to improve their business processes. 
But it is not an easy task. According to
Bettman, to make it happen, “there is a role
to play for policymakers to reconcile those
who believe that big technology companies
will bring us out of any trouble and those
whose distrust towards technology is grow-
ing especially with the emergence of genera-
tive artificial intelligence which along with
bringing about many good solutions is also
viewed as yet another enabler of cybercrime
and fraud.”
In her view, policymakers need to put regula-
tory frameworks in place for technology and
cloud technology powered by generative AI.
“It is generally believed that such regulations
will significantly limit risk areas,” Bettman said. 
But there is the other side of the coin. “The
challenges we need to address to keep tech-
nology developing include the physical as-
pects of security as well as cybersecurity. In
those areas, AI and data analytics are the
technologies that can help face those chal-
lenges and it is a fact that many industries
have been using those technologies to their
benefit,” Bettman said. 
She added that many companies have taken
the risk of implementing new technologies
and included AI in their growth strategies in
hopes of transforming their companies with a

growth mindset set on new technologies.
“They become trendsetters in their segments
of the economy”, Bettman said. 
However, in Poland, such market leaders are
few and far apart. This may explain why
there are no “early followers” in Poland,
which may signal a somehow conservative
approach by Polish companies who have
constraints in betting their future on new
technology. “Looking at the entire business
environment in Poland, including other stake-
holders in the economy and the society at
large, technology transformation should be a
joint effort of all parts concerned including
the users of technology—ordinary con-
sumers,” Bettman said. 
The government, along with the lawmakers
and non-government organizations have a
role to play to help the entire society get en-
gaged in technology transformation so it is
not perceived as a threat anymore by the so-
ciety at large. “The public sector in Poland is
modernizing,” Bettman said. “The Finance
Ministry and the Education Ministry have
gone through a tremendous digital transfor-
mation which we see now with the M-Oby-
watel online platform. They focus on
something that brings their products and
services closer to the customers,” she said, 
According to Bettman, the future of business
technology applications is about hyper-per-
sonalization of online services especially
when it comes to online retail and banking
services. “For those, who in these areas are
early adapters the future will be bright,” she
said. 

”looking at the entire business environment in Poland, including other stakeholders in the
economy and the society at large, technology transformation should be a joint effort of all

parts concerned including the users of technology—ordinary consumers.”
Dominika Bettman, Microsoft
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getting down to BuSineSS

February

The speaker at the AmCham Monthly Meeting
in February was Jacek Tomczak, Secretary of
State at the Ministry of Economic Develop-
ment and Technology. For AmCham, it was a
liaison meeting with a new government official
manning a pivotal position in a ministry that
plays a key role in the development of the Pol-
ish economy. 
Secretary Tomczak oversees crucial areas
within the ministry, including the key depart-
ment for regulatory improvement and the de-
partment for investment development. He
supervises the Polish Investment Zone—a tool
which offers several time-limited incentives for
greenfield investors. 
The speaker presently works on a new dereg-
ulation law to streamline the investment
process and ensure proper legislative prac-
tices, including public consultations with stake-
holders, are observed.

A LOT AT STAKE
In his opening remarks, Secretary Tomczak
thanked AmCham for hosting him and said that
the government sees the economic relations
between the US and Poland as strategically im-
portant, especially when it comes to American
investments in Poland, because of their pio-
neering and innovative character coupled with
technological advancement.
The speaker said that recognizing the impor-
tance of US investment in Poland, the govern-
ment stands ready to engage in a stakeholder
dialogue with the American business commu-
nity in Poland, hoping it will be mutually bene-
ficial. 
Tomczak said that the main goal for the legisla-
tive changes under preparation by the ministry
is to ensure that the laws and regulations af-
fecting business will be stable, predictable and
transparent. Such a legal framework is of spe-
cial importance because with the 2021-27 Eu-
ropean Union budget, Poland is entitled to
billions of euros to finance investment projects
in such areas as low-emission and green econ-
omy and renewable energy sources. "The EU
funds will have a pivotal impact on the devel-
opment of the Polish economy," the speaker
said.

SETTING THE BASELINE
The government is aware of many bureau-
cratic barriers for investors, and intends to

abolish them as much as possible. For this, the
government has opened a major process of
deregulation of the Polish economy. In the first
tranche of drafting deregulatory legislation, the
government aims to address general rules for
conducting business in Poland that small and
medium-sized companies have identified as
burdensome a long time ago. They include the
scope and duration of financial controls in
companies, and the predictability of legislative
processes so new laws affecting business do
not come as a shock to the market players.
The government also plans to get rid of some
old regulations governing VAT payment that
are outdated and work as a menace to busi-
ness.  
The deregulatory package will also include
specific business areas such as the digitization
of business processes for lease firms—a much-
anticipated reform that the previous govern-
ment kept postponing.
Another area of deregulation includes the con-
struction sector. "We work on a program
which would open up new investment areas
for developers and another program that
would increase the demand for new residen-
tial space," the speaker said. 
The government also plans to make it easier
for innovative technology startups to get de-
velopment financing. "Our idea is to get rid of
many faulty regulations so the investment po-
tential in the Polish economy can be un-
leashed, "Secretary Tomczak said. 
Another area in which the ministry plans to
simplify the red tape covers the certification
process of companies that plan to take part in
tender for public procurement. When the
ministry is ready with this portion of the pro-
posed legislation it will carry out public consul-
tations with business. “I hope we will meet
soon to show you a draft of this legislation,”
the speaker said. 

INTERDISCIPLINARY WORK
Secretary Tomczak said that other government
ministries work on business-friendly deregula-
tion in their areas of responsibility. The Min-
istry of Environment has focused intensively on
the market of renewable energy sources and
green energy while the Ministry of Health
works on simplifying some regulatory frame-
works governing the pharmaceutical market
and medical services. 

In their work, all ministries have to collaborate
with the Ministry of Finance. For that reason,
interdisciplinary expert teams are established
to control and coordinate the work between
all ministries. 
The first such team has been set up to imple-
ment the global minimum tax rate that came
through a landmark 2021 deal between 140
countries, setting a 15 percent floor on cor-
porate taxation.
One of the challenges for the government in
introducing the tax is to ensure that it will not
negatively impact investor incentives—such as
those available in the Polish Special Economic
Zone. "We look at different scenarios of intro-
ducing the tax in Poland and how it will impact
investors,” the speaker said, adding that the
goal is “to introduce it in such a way that it
does not create any negative implications for
using investor incentives.”
Secretary Tomczyk said ministerial experts look
at different solutions, including those already
submitted to the ministry by business. They
plan to discuss their ideas with business repre-
sentatives to choose optimal solutions. “There
will be no new laws that won’t be discussed
with business, especially regarding such a fun-
damental issue as the global minimal tax,”
Tomczak said. 

NEED FOR DIALOGUE
In his closing remarks, the Secretary Tomczak
said that the government is well aware of a
need for a dialogue with business when
preparing new regulations and laws and is
ready to carry on such a dialogue as long as it
takes to come up with business-friendly legis-
lation.
The guest said that the ministry is open for
such a dialogue with the representatives of
American companies and thanked them for the
meeting saying that it was the first such meet-
ing in a series that will follow. "The process of
consulting business is a staple in building a busi-
ness-friendly legal system in Poland," he said. 

the governMent iS oPen to acknowledge the conSulting role of aMerican buSineSS
in drafting new lawS
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AMCHAM SPECIAL EVENT

Building BridgeS

In February, the government plenipotentiary
for the reconstruction of Ukraine, Paweł
Kowal, met with the AmCham Rebuild
Ukraine Working Group to discuss how Am-
Cham member companies can continue to
help the war torn country in more effective
ways. 
On the agenda were several pressing issues in-
cluding transparency and accountability in allo-
cating money and equipment donated to
Ukraine from abroad through aid programs.
The strength of any aid program is not just
connected to the architecture of the plan itself,
but it is about winning the heart, minds and
souls of the people in the country in which the
program takes place. 
According to Kowal, the problem is caused by
Ukrainian oligarchs who have managed to take
control over a significant chunk of the Ukrain-
ian economy. What is more, according to po-
litical science theories, after the war ends in
Ukraine, the process of “oligarchization” of the
country's economy is likely to intensify. The
best way to prevent it from happening is to
offer Ukrainian society a vision for building the
middle class in their own country. This, in turn,
can be achieved by supporting Ukraine's bid to
access the European Union.  “We need to
support the process of Ukrainian accession to
the EU, because it could be the only real in-
strument to push Ukraine towards improving
its anticorruption mechanisms,” Kowal said.

BENEFITS OF UKRAINIAN EU 
MEMBERSHIP
In his view, there are many reasons why
Ukrainian EU membership would be beneficial
for Poland. First, the process itself will position
Polish businesses and organizations to play a
special role in rebuilding Ukraine, because
Poland is a neighboring country with Ukraine,
and because there are many historic ties be-
tween Poland and Ukraine. Second, Poland is
a transition country between Ukraine and
Western Europe and will benefit economically

from intensive trade with Ukraine. Another
reason why bringing Ukraine into the EU will
be good for Poland is that the new member
state will be an important export market for
many Polish companies. Already, there are
new jobs created by Polish companies who
export their goods to Ukraine. There will be
even more jobs created if the trade takes place
in peacetime. 
Kowal noted that these benefits of having
Ukraine as a EU member state are not yet se-
riously considered by the Polish society. The
most common view is that a tight border with
Ukraine will protect the Polish economy from
many problems that currently hit the news,
such as Ukrainian imports of cheap agricultural
products that flood the market in Poland to the
economic disadvantage of the Polish farmers.
“We need to legitimize our support for
Ukraine across Polish society,” Kowal said,
adding that this will be one of his main goals as
the government plenipotentiary.

SPECIFIC ISSUES
Other topics on the agenda of the meeting in-
cluded the continuation of government sup-
port for programs that have been delivered by
US companies in Poland in collaboration with
their offices in Ukraine, and support for
Ukrainian workers training in Poland. Investing
in Ukrainian professionals by helping them gain
proper skills is important for shaping the civil
society of Ukraine post war so there is no
going back to the point where Ukraine was be-
fore the war. 
More so, as many companies who did busi-
ness in Ukraine before the war used their
Russian offices to manage it. With the Russian
invasion of Ukraine and the subsequent with-
drawal from Russia, those companies need to
rebuild their Ukrainian market knowhow and
thus are in need of investing in training Ukrain-
ian professionals. 
Another issue voiced at the meeting regarded
medical aid. Many producers of medical equip-

ment in Poland cannot get involved in business
relations directly with Ukrainian partners and
are in need of an official intermediary agent in
Poland, such as a government-affiliated agency,
which would coordinate medical aid delivered
from Poland to Ukraine. 

FURTHER COOPERATION
Kowal expressed his appreciation for the ef-
forts of the American business community in
Poland to help Ukraine forge solid business re-
lations with Poland and thanked them for all
the ideas and issues voiced at the meeting. He
invited AmCham representatives to take part
in debates held by the Parliamentary Foreign
Affairs Committee of which he is the chair, ex-
plaining that collaboration with Ukraine is high
on the committee's agenda. 

MeMberS of the aMchaM adviSory council and the aMchaM board of directorS Meet the new
governMent PleniPotentiary for the reconStruction of ukraine

MEET THE SPEAKER

Paweł kowal
Professor at the institute of Political Studies at the
Polish Academy of Sciences. he is a political scien-
tist, historian and expert on Eastern policy.
Elected an mP as a law and Justice politician for
the 2005-09 term, he served as Secretary of State
at the ministry of foreign Affairs in 2006-07. in
2009-14, he was a member of the European Parlia-
ment and its foreign Affairs Committee and Chair-
man of the EU delegation to the EU-Ukraine
Parliamentary Commission. he quit PiS in 2010 to
become involved in several minor political parties.
in 2019, he was elected to Parliament as a Civic
Platform politician, and again in 2024. 
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COMPANY FOCUS DEBENEDETTI MAjEwSkI SzCzEśNIAk

NEW PERSPECTIVES

How would you characterize the
firm, in a few words?
JK: DMS was established in 2004 as
a boutique law firm by partners
wishing to combine high quality legal
practice with academic expertise
and international reach. Now with
its 20th anniversary later this year, the
firm is a full-scale law firm offering a
variety of legal services to compa-
nies, investment funds, start-ups and
individuals. 
MM: DMS is a member of Glob-
alaw network of close to 100 firms
worldwide, and its partners continue
to share the same values as they had
in 2004, which is to offer the highest
quality services similar to large law
firms but with a personal touch,
which is possible in smaller ones.

The partners in DMS are all distin-
guished lawyers. But you are ac-
complished lawyers involved in

diverse professional activities.
Don't you feel that your work
maybe sometimes overshadowed
by your male colleagues?
JK: Not at all. We all—man and
women—at DMS work in such a di-
versity of legal areas that everyone
has their moments of glory. In addi-
tion to representing clients in court
disputes, I publish articles related to
intellectual property protection, on
my LinkedIn profile, twice a week.
The aim is to encourage people to
think that human creativity is worth
respect and protection. I also sup-
port activities undertaken by the
Court Watch Foundation. I am a
member of the jury in the competi-
tion for the best commentary to a
court judgement, which is ad-
dressed to young students. I also
serve as a judge in the Oxford de-
bate tournaments for high-school
students, which is meant to help

young people learn how to build a
fine and merit-based public speech
in court. In fact, all these initiatives
are also a great opportunity for my
own personal development.
MM: Well, it is difficult to argue oth-
erwise. All partners are men but,
quoting Michael Jordan, talent wins
games, but teamwork and intelli-
gence wins championships. 
In my opinion, this is exactly how it
is in DMS. We all have our own field
of expertise in which we feel most
comfortable and we can always con-
sult others as regards other areas of
law. This cooperation is something I
appreciate a lot.
Personally, I believe in mentoring
and helping younger lawyers, which
is why I am a mentor to young
lawyers at the Women in Law Foun-
dation. A mentoring program is also
something important for my own
development because it allows me

to look at my working methods
from another perspective, look for
inspiration from younger generation
lawyers and have this feeling of giv-
ing back the good that I have at
some point received.

How important for you is a posi-
tive, stimulating and friendly work
environment for women lawyers
offered by law firms in Poland and
how does DMS stand in this re-
spect?
JK: I would say that a friendly and
positive work environment is price-
less for anyone. We spend almost
half of each day at work, so the bet-
ter atmosphere, the more efficient
you are. It should not be underesti-
mated that apart from knowledge
and experience, creativity is the third
important value of an effective
lawyer, and it is a work environment
that can build up or undermine each

AmCham.pl Quarterly Editor Tomasz Ćwiok talks with DeBenedetti Majewski
Szcześniak's Justyna Karsz, counsel specializing in IP law, and Magdalena
Małocha, counsel specializing in M&A transactions, about how they fare
professionally in the man’s world of legal profession; how they manage to

distinguish themselves; and about their perspectives for the next year.

Magdalena Małocha, Justyna Karsz
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human creativity. I have worked in
other places and law firms for years
and I know this simple truth does
not seem so obvious for everyone.
Now, after almost a year at DMS, I
may say that this is really a place
where women and men and their
work are treated equally. 
MM: The legal profession is still
pretty much a "man's world". How-
ever, this has been changing over
the past 10 years and though you
might say that there is still a lot to be
done, I guess we at DMS are mov-
ing in the right direction.
Having worked at DMS for many
years, I may say that what I appreci-
ate most is the support women are
offered in various areas. This is
demonstrated in many ways, which
includes the opportunity to handle
projects on their own, the possibility
to get involved in initiatives that sup-
port development of female
lawyers, such as the Globalaw Lead-
ership Programme or Globalaw
Women Initiative. 
What I would like to emphasize is
that DMS is a law firm where, espe-
cially young lawyers who are at the
start of their careers, are not afraid
to ask questions and consult their
ideas or doubts, and can work with-
out the fear of being criticized by
more experienced colleagues. Such
an atmosphere stimulates faster and
more effective development and
certainly gives you a good dose of
comfort.

Regarding your fields of expertise
and looking at the country's legal
framework affecting business,
would you say that Poland is a
good country for foreign in-
vestors? 
MM: Poland continues to be an ex-
cellent investment destination for
foreign investors in various fields,
from services and support centers to
industry.
Based on the transactions that DMS
helped to conclude over the past
few years, I have noticed an in-
creased interest in investments in
manufacturing companies and real
estate.
Investments in manufacturing con-

firm that Polish companies are tech-
nologically advanced as various im-
provements have been
implemented in recent years. They
are also well organized and still have
relatively low labor and production
costs. The combination of these fac-
tors makes investors be interested
in Poland and other Eastern markets
that are close to Poland and will
open up in the future.
Another field of interest for foreign
investors is the real estate market,
where changes are evident not only
in terms of ownership, but first and
foremost, in the redevelopment
and adaptation of real estate to the
current social needs such as  the re-
assignment of commercial property
to residential use, the renovation of
old post-industrial buildings and
their commercial or residential use,
as well as the redevelopment of
commercial buildings that were built
in the 2000s and no longer meet
the modern office buildings re-
quirements.
Finally, we must not forget that one
of the most important Poland's as-
sets is its population and that in-
cludes Generation Z. They are well
educated, with Polish and interna-
tional degrees, fluent in foreign lan-
guages and the use of new
technologies.

In January, a popular Polish actor
said he would file a law suit
against the advertiser who used
his image in a commercial he was
never involved in making but was
created with the use of artificial
intelligence. Earlier, a renowned
surgeon also complained that his
voice and visuals, generated by AI,
were used without his knowledge
and consent in an internet com-
mercial. Is the AI a new threat to
the protection of intellectual
property and how it can be com-
bated?
JK: The practice shows that the use
of AI is as helpful as it is sometimes
harmful to creators, including writ-
ers, artists, graphic designers, and
others. The development of AI re-
quires specific regulation of the basic
principles of copyright and the defi-

nition of the conditions for the right
to exclusivity regarding the work in
which the participation of AI, as an
intermediary instrument in the pro-
duction of the final work, is signifi-
cant. The AI Act, drafted by the
European Union, clearly empha-
sizes the differences between cre-
ativity generated by humans using
artificial intelligence and creativity
generated independently by AI.
Such protection would only apply
to the former.  One can think of
likely future regulations in the EU,
including Poland, according to
which, if third-party materials pro-
tected by copyright are used in the
creative process, it should be done
with the consent of the third-party
concerned. Similar issue is in the US
where there is a case against chat-
GPT filed by the New York Times, for
using NYT articles in chatGPT
"trainers". The involvement of AI in
the process of creating a work may
also lead to extending legal protec-
tion over ideas and discoveries as a
purely human element, leaving out-
side the protection of the technical
results generated by AI involvement
in the final work. According to Pol-
ish law and the judicial practice,
using someone's image for com-
mercial purposes, without obtaining
his or her prior consent, is unlaw-
ful. The participation of AI in such a
practice does not change the nature
of the breach. However, a separate
issue is whether and to what an ex-
tent the image of a given person al-
tered by AI can be considered
equivalent to the use of the original
image.

What are other top issues in IP
and copyright protection in
Poland?
JK: The IP system in Poland has im-
proved significantly in recent years
thanks to dedicated IP courts estab-
lished in 2020. They have speeded
up the decision making process and
resulted in judgments being issued
faster and in greater legal certainty.
Faster processing of patent applica-
tions at both the search and exam-
ination stages have given greater
certainty in exploiting IP in Poland. 

It is important because Poles are
creative and the Polish government
as well as the EU support programs
that boost the innovativeness.
Poland is perceived as a place
where very interesting initiatives and
inventions take place. I agree with
the latest OECD reports which
stated that the awareness of IP and
its value for business grew mostly in
larger and more sophisticated en-
terprises. What we are still missing,
in my opinion, is the awareness of
the value of IP as a strategic issue.
This is the main reason why small
and medium enterprises hesitate to
register IP rights. The implementa-
tion of solutions  spreading the
awareness of IP that are already in
other countries would be beneficial
for Poland as well. 
What we are also facing in Poland is
the need to implement the Copy-
right Directive (EU) 2019/790 on
copyright and related rights in the
Digital Single Market. In Poland, its
implementation has been delayed
by 2.5 years already. While the pre-
vious government prepared, it failed
to adopt a relevant draft amend-
ment to the Polish Copyright Act. 
The implementation is crucial for
audiovisual creators so they can re-
ceive royalties from streaming. 

What are the DMS plans for
2024?
MM: It is difficult to speak for the

entire firm, but from my perspec-
tive it is going to be—and in fact al-
ready is—a busy year. After the
recent parliamentary elections, the
investment atmosphere has been
improving and we get many signals
from international companies and
investment funds we cooperate
with that Poland is in the spotlight
again and that investors are looking
for opportunities. So, we will see...
JK: I will develop and strengthen
the IP practice at the company. I
have received a lot of support and
enthusiasm from the Partners so I
believe this can be achieved.

DMS is a law firm where, especially young lawyers who are at
the start of their careers, are not afraid to ask questions and

consult their ideas or doubts, and can work without the fear of
being criticized by more experienced colleagues. 
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COMPANY FOCUS ERM

HELPING BUSINESSES 

GET TO THE NEXT LEVEL

ERM has been involved in the
Polish market since 1989 and
opened its office in Warsaw in
1993. What were the com-
pany's business development
milestones in Poland? 
The early 1990s in Poland were a
time of huge upheaval due to major
political and economic transforma-
tion. As Poland’s economy started
to compete globally and align itself
to its Western counterparts, this
brought both challenges and op-
portunities for Polish businesses. En-
vironmental and health & safety
(EHS) was an area that went
through a steep learning curve.
Nowadays, to compete on the
global stage, business leaders are
used to following stringent EHS reg-
ulations. But back in the 2000s, after

the country’s accession to the Eu-
ropean Union, Poland had to rap-
idly implement more and more
regulations that aligned with EU di-
rectives. In practical terms, this
meant that many Polish businesses,
across all industry sectors, had to
quickly get up to speed with new
regulatory compliance require-
ments. To support them, ERM was
able to call upon its global network
of experts to share and implement
specialist EHS knowledge in Poland,
helping many business leaders
through this period of change. We
are proud of this journey that led to
us setting up a permanent office in
Poland. 
Thirty years later, we are seeing an-
other period of profound change.
Today, businesses think about how

to operationalize sustainability. One
major topic is the transition to a low
carbon economy which is fueling in-
vestment in renewable energy
sources. We think this trend will
continue to dominate boardroom
discussions in Poland for the next
few years.

What is your client base in
Poland? How would you char-
acterize it? 
Sustainability is our business. ERM
supports businesses across numer-
ous industry sectors, from early
ideas to bringing major initiatives to
fruition. Our client base consists of
both local companies with ambi-
tions to improve the EHS and sus-
tainability performance, as well as
global players interested in investing

and expanding their activities here.
Poland is a very attractive and inno-
vative market, with a talented and
educated workforce. This makes it
appealing to private equity in-
vestors. We see the renewables
sector as a fascinating field, so our
current client base includes more
and more players from this field.
We are also working with many law
firms, blending this crucial regulatory
knowledge with technical and in-
dustry specialists.  
As the world’s largest advisory firm
focused solely on sustainability, we
partner with clients to operational-
ize sustainability at pace and scale,
through our unique combination of
strategic transformation and techni-
cal delivery capabilities. We work
across many industries, including

AmCham.pl Quarterly Editor Tomasz Ćwiok talks with Maciej Badowski,
Sustainability Business Manager at ERM, a global provider of environmental,

health and safety, risk, and sustainability consulting services, about the 
changing market and how ERM achieves success. 
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energy, chemical and pharmaceuti-
cal, technology, media and telecom-
munications, mining and minerals,
manufacturing, and other important
services. Our philosophy is simple:
we support organizations sharing
our commitment to a more sus-
tainable and equitable world. 

What is driving the market of
environmental, health and
safety consulting in Poland? 
In the past, there was the tendency
for companies to see EHS as a tick
box exercise that fulfilled legal and
compliance requirements. Today,
however, most business leaders un-
derstand the benefit of placing so-
cial and sustainability values at the
heart of their strategy so it can have
a huge upside for business per-
formance. Of course, one challenge
is for them to keep up to speed
with the rapidly evolving regulatory
landscape and how this affects their
operations, for example in areas
such as climate risk or EHS liabilities.
Our job is to help our clients cut
through the complexity, to educate,
communicate, and help them de-
velop lasting solutions. A company’s
ESG strategy should be firmly inter-
twined with their business strategy,
as well as the unique challenges
within their industry. When done
well, this enables businesses to
overcome their greatest challenges
and create value.

ERM has a network of offices
in Central and Eastern Eu-
rope, including Germany, Ro-
mania and Switzerland and is
linked to its global network.
How do these connections are
reflected in the services you
offer to your clients in Poland? 
Solving some of the greatest chal-
lenges faced by our planet requires
collaboration at scale and across
borders. Therefore, over the last
30 years, our local Polish team has
been able to capitalize on the skills
and knowledge from our team
across the globe. These connec-
tions have created invaluable tech-
nical capabilities and have allowed
us to tailor solutions that make the
most sense to our local clients here

in Poland. 
Consulting is a fascinating business
where you never stop learning.
There are always new challenges to
face, new market trends to under-
stand, new regulations to digest,
and new technical skills to master.
Therefore, our global network of
experts enables us to be always one
step ahead and to be fully prepared
to support our clients.

What can you tell us about the
company's values and how
they impact your work with
the clients? 
At ERM, we are proud of our val-
ues: accountability, client focus, col-
laboration, empowerment, care for
our people, and transparency. ERM
contributes to the Sustainable De-
velopment Goals adopted by the
United Nations and we see this as
an important cornerstone of our
client work. We pull together and
foster genuine trust with a collabo-
rative spirit which spurs us to act
alongside our clients, as one team
with common goals, to care for
others, and solve for good rather
than mitigate for now. 

What are the company's val-
ues regarding your employ-
ees? 
To meet our vision, we build teams
of people who are flexible and can
adapt their talent and energy to
grow with ERM. We hire people
who are curious about the world,
who recognize a link between the
impact of our client work and their
own personal interests, strengths,
and passions. Creating a diverse and
inclusive work environment is not
only an essential part for making our
company a great place to build a ca-
reer, but our diversity is a strength
that helps us create better solutions
for our clients. 
We invest in the future of our peo-
ple through a comprehensive focus
on learning and development.
Through our “ERM Academy” we
offer extensive and personalized
training opportunities for our em-
ployees at all levels of the business.
Our people can choose modules
that enhance their skills within their

core disciplines and industries, but
they are also welcome to take
modules in subject areas relating to
technical, business, or personal
growth. For example, we offer in-
ternal training courses on client en-
gagement and impact, project
management, and leadership. We
also encourage our employees to
join our internal communities, and
use our host of collaboration tools
to share knowledge and best prac-
tices.  
Our management team undertakes
regular checks with our employees
to ensure their needs are being
met. People-related topics are reg-
ular agenda items at our board
meetings. For example, we do sur-
veys with our employees and pre-
pared feedback which is shared with
the board and it also impacts the ac-
tion we take for our priorities prior-
ities. 

What is the company's philos-
ophy regarding gender equal-
ity and women empowerment
at the workplace? 
ERM is the signatory to the UN
Women’s Empowerment Principles
(WEP) and uses them as our frame-
work for advancing gender equality.
Last year, we conducted a regional
level assessment using the new
WEP online gap analysis tool and
used the results to prioritize actions
for our global gender strategy, as
well as giving employee resource
groups a way of targeting their ac-
tion and advocacy internally. We
provide reports regarding em-
ployee performance and rewards
to ensure that we are differentiating
for performance and providing eq-
uitable outcomes. We also conduct
equal pay analysis and equitable pay
reporting across our company and
share this with our executive lead-
ership. As a testament to this, our
Managing Partners of the Central
Europe Business Unit, and of
Poland, are female. 

What are the company's plans
in Poland for 2024 and be-
yond?
Our ambition is to remain the
leader in sustainability consultancy

business in Poland and globally. A
large part of this will entail support-
ing the renewables sector. Poland is
still a country where energy gener-
ation is mostly based on coal and
the decarbonization process is
ahead of us. 
Furthermore, we are consistently
developing in the area of environ-
mental, social and governance,
driven by the EU Corporate Sus-
tainability Reporting Directive. In
this context, starting in 2025, a sub-
stantial number of companies will
be required to start non-financial
reporting. Many business leaders
will need support and guidance in
this area. Likewise, investors, cus-
tomers, communities, employees,
and other stakeholders are also in-
creasingly demanding greater trans-
parency around corporate
sustainability performance. We
want to help companies tell their
sustainability stories in creative and
compelling ways targeted to key
stakeholders. 
Businesses today are facing many
challenges that continue to grow in
complexity and scale. With this,
business is under pressure to drive
profitable annual growth while at
the same time integrating sustain-
ability into their strategy and opera-
tions. The business and finance
sectors have set many commit-
ments and targets around sustain-
ability in recent years and the
challenge is how to deliver on
them. The pace and scale of busi-
ness transformation needed re-
quires integrated implementation
across the whole business. Leaders
in all functions and operations are
now required to deliver on a com-
pany’s sustainability agenda. Many
tell us they need support to inno-
vate, collaborate and accelerate
their work programs. As economies
move towards a low-carbon and
nature-positive future that ad-
dresses the social aspect of ESG
with urgency, there will be greater
demand for ERM’s services.

ERM is the signatory to the UN Women’s Empowerment 
Principles and uses them as our framework for 

advancing gender equality.
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In recent years there have been

dramatic shifts in the business

landscape. In the past, capital

mainly focused on the tangible

and financial. Today up to 90

percent of a company’s value

rests in intangible assets. Envi-

ronmental and social capital

forms a vital part of the value

creation process, and the

process is fundamentally driven

by people.

All of this means that formulat-

ing and implementing organiza-

tional strategy is a more complex

endeavor than in the past. Be-

cause value is created by people,

everyone in the organization

needs to understand the strat-

egy, and their role in executing

it. 

CREATING A NEW 
FRAMEWORk
Phase II of AICPA & CIMA and

the World Business Council for

Sustainable Development

(WBCSD) Integrated Performance

Management research project

looks at ways to reorientate or-

ganizations to improve organiza-

tional strategy and performance.

It aims to work out what type of

organizational arrangements

would best facilitate execution of

multi-capital strategies in this

new environment. We wanted to

establish what an organization

with strategy execution embed-

ded in everything it does would

look like.

The answer we arrived at is the

Integrated Performance Manage-

ment (IPM) framework. It has

components related to leader-

ship, culture, resource manage-

ment and processes, all of which

link up to form a new blueprint

for optimizing organizational

performance. 

SHIFTING THE POWER 
HIERARCHY 
The most critical component of

the IPM framework is a shift in

the ‘power hierarchy’ of an or-

ganization. In essence, responsi-

bility, authority, and ownership

of strategic objectives should

change so that the organization

strikes a better balance between

functional excellence and strate-

gic execution.

Authority should reside with

strategic leaders and strategic

objectives would be owned by

‘Strategic Executive Officers’

(SEOs). They can access func-

tional expertise on a supply-and-

demand basis in a strong matrix

structure where authority, ac-

countability and responsibility

are invested with the SEOs.

FOSTERING A PERFORMANCE
CULTURE
A performance culture is an en-

vironment where people are em-

powered, trusted, and engaged.

They are able to drive the strat-

egy and create value. Everyone

must understand and be moti-

vated by the overarching pur-

pose of the business. They must

be clear how the strategic initia-

tives they work on relate back to

this purpose and therefore the

role they are playing in helping

the organization achieve its

goals.

A key part of this is engaging

people at all levels of the organi-

zation in conversations about

the strategy. If strategic initia-

tives are in the hands of em-

powered SEOs it should be

possible to demonstrate the link

between what any particular

team is doing and the overall

objectives of the organization.

This is a significant advantage

ANDREW HARDING, FCMA, CGMA, CHIEF ExECUTIVE—MANAGEMENT

ACCOUNTING AT AICPA & CIMA (TOGETHER KNOWN AS THE ASSOCIATION

OF INTERNATIONAl CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAl ACCOUNTANTS), WRITES ABOUT

STRIKING A BETTER BAlANCE BETWEEN EFFECTIVE STRATEGIC ExECUTION AND

FUNCTIONAl ExCEllENCE.

over the focus on functional

excellence you often see in

more traditional organiza-

tions. 

EFFECTIVE CAPITAL 
ALLOCATION STRATEGY
We wanted to find a way to

address the weaknesses of

using a ‘goal cascade’ process

for allocating capital. The

problem with communicating

and assigning goals down-

wards through the organiza-

tional hierarchy in the

traditional manner is that dif-

ferent managers may have

different interpretations of

what is required or take deci-

sions which favor their own

strengths or interests as op-

posed to those needed for the

organization’s strategy.

Under IPM, budgets are set

for strategic initiatives which

are determined using produc-

tivity measures. From these it

is possible to work out the re-

quirements for the functional

budgets based on expected

usage. SEOs and functional

leaders would be free to de-

termine resource allocation

within their strategic initia-

tives because this will be the

most effective way to em-

power them to meet their

goals.

IMPROVING 
ACCOUNTABILITY
To improve accountability and

allocate resources effectively,

the IPM framework sets out a

three-step process for identi-

fying and clarifying the rela-

tive influence different

strategic initiatives have on

overall organizational strat-

egy. The process should es-

tablish connectivity between

initiatives and allow all em-

ployees to see the contribu-

tion their work makes to the

organization and work to-

gether in harmony with the

overall strategy.

THE RISE OF 
GOAL-ORIENTED BUSINESS
Taken together, these ideas

point to a new type of busi-

ness, focused on achieving its

goals, sustaining high per-

formance, and enhancing

long-term value creation. Key

to achieving this is an em-

powered workforce, all of

whom feel they are contribut-

ing to the overall purpose of

the organization. In fact, our

research Finance and the

Great Reshuffle published in

cooperation with PwC in Cen-

tral and Eastern Europe con-

firms this.

These suggestions should

pose some interesting ques-

tions to all business leaders. I

hope the research provokes

some deep thinking about

how effective their organiza-

tions are at executing their

strategies, and what could be

done to optimize them in the

future.

DRIVING EFFECTS

EXPERT  CORPORATE VALUE MANAGEMENT

FOLLOW THESE LINKS TO FIND OUT

MORE

aicpa-cima.com/resources/download/

integrated-performance-management-

2-0

aicpa-cima.com/resources/landing/

greatreshuffle-cee
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By June 7th, 2026, Poland must

implement into its laws the pay

equity and transparency rules,

which means new obligations will

be imposed on employers so they

comply with the directive (EU)

2023/970 of the European Parlia-

ment and of the European Council

of 10 May 2023. The goal of this

legislation is to strengthen and en-

force – the application of the prin-

ciple of ‘equal pay for work of

equal value’, with particular focus

on bridging the pay gap between

men and women across the EU.

The directive introduces both indi-

rect—through increased trans-

parency—and direct enforcement

mechanisms.

BROAD IMPACT
While EU member states, includ-

ing Poland, still have more than

two years to implement the new

directive, employers should start

preparing now, as the changes are

revolutionary, and given their na-

ture it is best to tackle them inter-

nally and gradually. Business

already sees the new regulations

as a broad catalogue of new infor-

mation obligations to be supplied

to employees, job candidates, the

regulator and even trade unions

that will definitely change the

overall pay transparency levels at

the market, and significantly im-

pact today's perception of access

to employee salary data in the pri-

vate sector. This is no longer an

‘employment and labor’ EU direc-

tive, but a piece of legislation that

will impact your firm’s ability to

compete with other market play-

ers to attract and retain key talent,

and to build positive image and

PR. In other words, it is a piece of

legislation that may even impact

your firm’s overall success.

There are, however, good news.

The gender pay gap as targeted

by the new directive—the percent-

age difference in earnings be-

tween a man and a woman work-

ing in the same or comparable po-

sition—is already at a relatively

good level in Poland. While the

ambitious goal is to fully equalize

remuneration for men and

women working in the same or

similar positions, Poland's data

shows a good picture as com-

pared to other European coun-

tries, in particular to some of the

old EU member states. 

Is this one of the few, but still

overlooked benefits of the coun-

try’s 1945-1989 heritage? What-

ever the reason, companies in

Poland can appreciate the head

start, but can not fail to fully esti-

mate the scale of the incoming

change. Polish employers will still

need to make impactful organiza-

tional changes in preparation to

the introduction of the new EU di-

rective. Making these changes will

take time and effort. The longer a

company waits to start the prepa-

rations, the costlier and riskier the

process will be. 

MAjOR CHANGES
Employers, both in the public and

private sectors, will be required to

report or publish pay-related data,

such as the pay gap between men

and women. Moreover, each em-

ployee, and their representatives,

including unions, will be entitled

to receive information on individ-

ual and average pay levels, cut by

gender of the employees perform-

ing the same work as them, or

performing work of equal value.

This means that the remuneration

scale used by the employer will de

facto become an open internal

document, to which every em-

ployee will have access. With this,

companies will have little practical

ability to retain control over how,

when, and in what context such

information becomes public,

shared on social media, and dis-

cussed on Facebook, X, or

MARCIN SANETRA, ATTORNEY-AT-
lAW, PARTNER AT PCS LITTLER,
WRITES ABOUT THE IMPlICATIONS

OF THE IMPlEMENTATION OF

THE EU PAY EqUAlITY AND

TRANSPARENCY RUlES. 

GoWork portals.

Furthermore, information about

the starting salary, or its range,

for all applicable job positions

will also become fully available

to job applicants as it will be a

part of the information cata-

logue that the employer will be

obliged to proactively disclose

already at the recruitment

stage.

PREPARING IN ADVANCE
The first and most important

step is to take a full, intentional

and honest stock of today’s ap-

proach to pay equity and salary

transparency at your company.

In reviewing the solutions cur-

rently in force, you should pay

attention to the core principles

of the current remuneration

policy and the tools the com-

pany uses to attract and retain

employees. In our day-to-day

practice, we very often see em-

ployees performing the same

work or work of the same

value, who are paid for it

slightly differently, or under

varying systems. This might be

the case for several practical, or

even well-intended reasons,

such as related to historical

changes to the business’ struc-

ture, past mergers and acquisi-

tions, changes in ownership,

market fluctuations, or even im-

portant projects that required

last-minute hiring. 

However, this state of affairs,

even if it seems easy to explain,

will not be justified or permit-

ted under the new EU regula-

tions and their local

implementation. 

You should also pay attention

to the company’s organiza-

tional structure and the org

chart itself, regardless of the

pay levels. Employers, some-

times even unknowingly, con-

tinue to engage employees in

positions with different names,

but assign them the same or

similar duties. In light of the

new regulations, such employ-

ees, although theoretically

working in different positions,

should be included in one

group and therefore should be

paid equally.

Conducting a thorough analysis

of the current employment

structure, reporting channels,

job titles, scopes of duties and

salary levels is the first, impor-

tant issue to tackle. This exer-

cise, if done in time, may lead

to the conclusion that solutions

can be implemented which will

allow your business to comply

with the pay equity rules

through simple evaluation of

the current HR structure, with-

out the need to throw a lot of

money at the problem later. 

START TODAY
Starting preparations early

enough allows conducting a

comprehensive analysis of the

employment structure and

salary scale, an own audit of

the pay gap, and the introduc-

tion of possible corrective

measures to improve reportable

statistics. In other words, tack-

ling this issue even before the

directive is implemented allows

companies to do their first re-

view and assessment fully inter-

nally, and, if needed, keep the

results confidential, introducing

necessary changes and reme-

dies before the law requiring to

publish the relevant data comes

into force.  

Employers will also note that

the directive itself provides for

significant trade union involve-

ment. In turn, companies

should consider whether it

might be easier to make the

necessary changes now, when

the special provisions on con-

sulting and agreeing upon cer-

tain issues with the unions are

not in force just yet.

Introducing the right solutions

even before the implementa-

tion of EU regulations will also

certainly have a beneficial effect

on the company’s reputation its

attractiveness on the job mar-

ket. It is always good to take

appropriate action on one’s

own to remain compliant. Fi-

nally, acting now also allows for

testing and fine-tuning new so-

lutions before the law requires

us to have them set in stone. 

CLOSING THE PAY GAP

EXPERT  GENDER EQUALITY
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Apart from being a statutory term,

proprietary business information is

also many entrepreneurs’ bread

and butter. The term is defined in

the Unfair Competition Act, which

also enumerates several behavior

types that may qualify as

breaches, hence, by extension, as

punishable unfair competition. 

PROPRIETARY VALUE
Under the Unfair Competition Act,

proprietary business information

includes any technical, technologi-

cal, organizational or other infor-

mation of business import which,

either as a whole, or as a particu-

lar combination or set of ele-

ments, is not generally or readily

available to individuals normally

handling such kinds of informa-

tion. 

To name but a few examples, pro-

prietary business information in-

cludes: commercial and marketing

information, business plans, busi-

ness partner lists such as suppliers

and clients, production material

sourcing information, and target

markets organization, discount

and loyalty policies, quality assur-

ance methods, utility models or

industrial designs, inventions, in-

novations, manufacturing tech-

nologies, and also credibility,

investment, savings and financial

policy data. Know-how also falls

into this category, if it satisfies the

above mentioned conditions.

The key prerequisite for a piece of

information to qualify as propri-

etary is its business value. This

rather vague term is usually under-

stood to mean that proprietary

business information has certain

monetary value and it affects the

company’s market value not

merely in strictly commercial terms

but also as regards goodwill. It

transpires from the case law that

information is considered to have

business value if, when used, it

may potentially save or earn more

money to the company’s competi-

tion. In the event of a dispute, a

wronged entrepreneur must

demonstrate the information’s

business value in any conceivable

manner, so as to enjoy protection

under the Unfair Competition Act.

Another prerequisite to deem in-

formation proprietary is for its

user and disponent to take due

diligence measures to ensure its

confidentiality. In other words, an

entrepreneur must actively protect

such information from disclosure

and unauthorized access. Such

measures may include, among

others, labelling information as

proprietary, coupled with applying

certain IT or technical company

data protection solutions, for in-

stance, “need-to-know” access,

monitoring, premises access con-

trol, document circulation proce-

dures, non-disclosure agreements

in place with employees, or in-

cluding non-disclosure clauses in

employment contracts and other

employment documents such as

work regulations, and subjecting

non-compliance to particular

sanctions such as contractual

penalties. 

An entrepreneur must precisely

and expressly let it be known that

it expects certain information to

be treated as confidential. Real ac-

cess control is the key issue here.

For instance, disclosing new prod-

uct information to a privy group

of business partners does not pre-

clude its proprietary nature, and

using it may be considered unlaw-

ful, if expressly labelled as confi-

dential and if a no-use agreement

is in place. 

CRIME
Unlawful use or disclosure of pro-

prietary business information, irre-

spective of any other sanctions,

such as under the Criminal Code,

qualifies as unfair competition.

This concerns not only merely dis-

DR. MARCIN S. WNUKOWSKI, PARTNER AT SqUIRE PATTON BOGGS,
AND JUSTYNA DERESZYńSKA, SENIOR ASSOCIATE AT SqUIRE PATTON

BOGGS, WRITE ABOUT THE IMPlICATIONS OF THE PROPRIETARY BUSINESS

INFORMATION PROTECTION UNDER THE UNFAIR COMPETITION ACT.

closing, using or obtaining such

information, but also some-

what secondary actions, such

as using, to different ends, the

unlawfully disclosed or ob-

tained information. 

The Unfair Competition Act

considers the penalized behav-

ior from a vantage point, indi-

cating a broad spectrum of

potential confidentiality

breaches. The protective meas-

ures are far-reaching, for in-

stance, a manufacturer or a

distributor may be held liable

for unfair competition, if it

transpires that it should have

known, when exercising due

diligence, that its product has

certain properties—aesthetic or

functional—that have been

shaped in the course of other

individuals’ breaching another

entrepreneur’s proprietary busi-

ness information confidentiality,

for instance as a result of ob-

taining its trade secrets from its

former employees. 

Under certain circumstances,

however, liability in tort is out

of the question. Exceptional sit-

uations, for instance, include

coincidentally and independ-

ently obtaining particular

know-how of one’s own accord

(which may require producing

evidence to that effect), as well

as obtaining another’s trade se-

crets, which may be the case

for some license. Moreover, in

some extraordinary situations,

actions of journalists, whistle-

blowers or trade unions taken

in furtherance of legitimate

public interests may justify con-

fidentiality non-compliance.

Other than that, essentially any

behavior resulting in breaching

an entrepreneur’s confidential-

ity interests may be considered

unlawful, all the more so, if

such behavior falls outside even

the broadest formula set forth

in Article 11 of the Unfair Com-

petition Act, it may qualify as il-

legal under the general clause

of its Article 3. Thereby, virtually

any behavior in breach of an-

other entrepreneur’s interests, if

unlawful in general terms, may

be treated as unfair competi-

tion. 

EXTRA PROTECTION
All claims referred to in the Un-

fair Competition Act serve the

purpose of protecting a

wronged entrepreneur’s confi-

dentiality interests and, these

notwithstanding, such entre-

preneur may also invoke any

protective measures under, say,

the Industrial Property Act. If

the tort is at the same time a

breach of contract, an entrepre-

neur may also claim under the

general contractual liability

rules set forth in the Civil Code,

in lieu of or apart from the

measures serving under the Un-

fair Competition Act. 

All such claims may be pursued

before courts or by way of civil

suits. The entitled entities may

also seek injunctive relief or

avail themselves of a number of

other procedures provided for

in the intellectual property pro-

tection laws, broadly consid-

ered. By issuing injunctive relief,

the court may, for instance,

prohibit using unlawfully ob-

tained information or distribut-

ing products created with the

use of such information until

the final and binding ruling has

been issued. It may also order

the breaching party to publish a

statement to the effect that the

court dispute is pending in the

matter of disclosing or using

another’s proprietary business

information. 

PROTECTING TRADE 

SECRETS

EXPERT  FAIR COMPETITION
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in novEmbEr, AmChAm mEmbEr ComPAniES from SoUthErn PolAnd tooK PArt in thE finAlS And thE GAlA of thE hoovEr tAblE initiAtivE—A ChAritAblE ProGrAm foCUSinG on minorS in nEEd.
AmonG thE donorS WErE AmChAm mEmbEr ComPAniES CAnPACK, GE hEAlthCArE, holidAy inn KrAKóW City CEntrE, lynKA, motorolA SolUtionS, PEGASyStEmS, rAythEon tEChnoloGiES And

ShErAton GrAnd KrAKóW. in PiCtUrES: 1. honorAry donorS At thE GAlA hEld At thE KrzySztof PEndErECKi ACAdEmy of mUSiC in KrAKóW. 2.  JACEK drAbiK, motorolA SolUtionS; AnnA

zEmłA, GE hEAlthCArE With thE finAliStS.
1 2

in novEmbEr, thE AmChAm dEfEnSE And SECUrity CommittEE mEt With miroSłAW różAńSKi,
A rEtirEd liEUtEnAnt GEnErAl And A formEr GEnErAl CommAndEr of thE PoliSh ArmEd

forCES. hE tAlKEd AboUt thE rolE of thE US GovErnmEnt And US bUSinESSES in StAbilizinG thE

rEGion. in PiCtUrE: różAńSKi, CEntEr, With thE PArtiCiPAntS. 

AMCHAM EVENTS

FIND US ON FACEBOOK,
AND JOIN 

THE CONVERSATION!

in novEmbEr, AmChAm KrAKóW And KAtoWiCE

hEld thAnKSGivinG rECEPtion in rzESzóW. thE

vEnUE WAS thE rzESzóW hilton GArdEn inn.
nEArly 100 GUEStS WErE in AttEndAnCE, AmonG

thEm Erin niCKErSon, US ConSUl GEnErAl, US
ConSUlAtE in KrAKóW; olEh KUtS, ConSUl of

UKrAinE in lUblin;  KonrAd fiJołEK,  mAyor

of rzESzóW;  JolAntA SAWiCKA, firSt dEPUty

GovErnor of PodKArPACiE; tony hoUSh, Am-
ChAm ChAirmAn, And rAfAl dziUrA, SEnior

SAlES mAnAGEr At fEdEx. thE EvEnt WAS SPon-
SorEd by fEdEx. in PiCtUrE: tony hoUSh; Erin

niCKErSon; JolAntA SAWiCKA; KonrAd fiJołEK;
mAtEUSz JUrCzyK, AmChAm KrAKóW & KAtoW-
iCE dirECtor; And, olEh KUtS.
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in dECEmbEr, AmChAm KrAKóW And KAtoWiCE hEld ChriStmAS rECEPtion At thE holidAy inn KrAKóW. AmonG thE GUEStS WErE KrAKóW dEPUty mAyor JErzy mUzyK, US ConSUl GEnErAl Erin

niCKErSon, And AmChAm viCE-ChAir John lynCh. fEdEx SPonSorEd thE EvEnt. in PiCtUrES: 1. John lynCh, lynKA (AmChAm boArd mEmbEr). 2. Erin niCKErSon, US ConSUl GEnErAl in KrAKóW.
3. JErzy mUzyK, dEPUty mAyor of KrAKóW. 4. iWonA łUC-bAnASiK, fEdEx.
1 2 3 4

in dECEmbEr, AmChAm, toGEthEr With thE britiSh PoliSh ChAmbEr of CommErCE (bPCC), AbSl PolAnd WroClAW ChAPtEr And thE bridGE WroCłAW-mGAllEry hotEl CollECtion, CohoStEd A

yEAr-End nEtWorKinG rECEPtion. AmonG thE GUEStS WErE Erin niCKErSon, US ConSUl GEnErAl in KrAKóW And JAKUb mAzUr, dEPUty mAyor of WroClAW. thE PArtnErS of thE EvEnt WErE 3m,
Jll, ECho invEStmEnt S.A. And mondElēz. in PiCtUrES: 1. moniKA CiESiElSKA-mróz, AmChAm WroCłAW dirECtor (Pm GroUP); ilonA ChodoroWSKA, rEGionAl dirECtor for WEStErn PolAnd

At bPCC; mACiEJ borKoWSKi, viCE-PrESidEnt, AbSl WroCłAW. 2. JAKUb mAzUr, dEPUty mAyor of WroCłAW. 3. Erin niCKErSon, US ConSUl GEnErAl, US ConSUlAtE GEnErAl in KrAKóW.

1 2 3

in dECEmbEr, AmChAm GdAńSK hEld itS ChriStmAS bUSinESS mixEr. AmonG thE GUEStS WErE SoPot mAyor mAGdAlEnA CzArzyńSKA-JAChim, mAyor of SoPot; KAtArzynA GrUSzECKA-SPyChAłA,
dEPUty mAyor of GdyniA, And moniKA ChAbior, dEPUty mAyor of GdAńSK. thE vEnUE WAS ShErAton SoPot And thE SPonSor of thE EvEnt WAS fEdEx. in PiCtUrES: 1. dr. bArbArA

StEPnoWSKA, AmChAm brAnCh dirECtor. 2. AnnA lyCzAK-CzEPUKoJC, hr bUSinESS PArtnEr, boEinG; EWA SzCzEPKoWSKA, hEAd of PEoPlE oPErAtionS, dynAtrACE; honorAtA hEnCEl, mAn-
AGinG dirECtor, boEinG. 3. mAGdAlEnA CzArzyńSKA-JAChim; KAtArzynA GrUSzECKA-SPyChAłA; moniKA ChAbior. 
1 2 3

in dECEmbEr, AmChAm KrAKóW And KAtoWiCE, AlonG With othEr intErnAtionAl ChAmbErS of CommErCE And bUSinESS orGAnizAtionS in thE SilESiAn rEGion, hEld thEir ChriStmAS bUSinESS

mixEr in KAtoWiCE. AmonG thE GUEStS WAS KAtoWiCE dEPUty mAyor boGUmił SobUlA. PEPSiCo Co-SPonSorEd thE EvEnt. in PiCtUrES: AlEx KoCot, hEnry mEdS; mAtEUSz JUrCzyK, AmChAm

KrAKóW & KAtoWiCE dirECtor; dArr KAdlUboWSKi, hEnry mEdS; KArolinA SzyndlEr, hAyS; EdytA toPoroWiCz, hEnry mEdS. 2. boGUmił SobUlA.
1 2
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in JAnUAry, AmChAm KrAKóW And KAtoWiCE oPEnEd 2024
With A mEEtinG hEld by KPmG And thE AmChAm AdvoCACy

tEAm. thE vEnUE WAS thE CEntEr for tEChnoloGy trAnSfEr At

KrAKóW UnivErSity of tEChnoloGy (CttCU). KPmG ExPErtS

At thE mEEtinG WErE miroSłAW miChnA, łUKASz PiWoWAr-
CzyK, AGniESzKA SUłECKA, WiKtor PodSiAdło, PAWEł KAr-
boWniCzEK, Piotr CAbAn, JAKUb olEndEr And tomASz

mAJnUSz. mArtA PAWlAK, lEGAl And PUbliC PoliCy dirECtor

of AmChAm JoinEd thE mEEtinG onlinE to PrESEnt thE 2024
PrioritiES of AmChAm AdvoCACy. thE SESSion WAS PrECEdEd by

A PrESEntAtion from CttCU mAnAGEr JoAnnA SzyPUłKA. in
PiCtUrES: 1. miroSłAW miChnA, KPmG. 2. SłAWomir KUmKA,
ibm; AnnA zEmłA, GE hEAlthCArE; mAtEUSz JUrCzyK Am-
ChAm KrAKóW & KAtoWiCE dirECtor, JACEK KASz, CrACoW

UnivErSity of tEChnoloGy, CEntEr for tEChnoloGy trAnSfEr.

1 2

in JAnUAry, AmChAm GdAńSK And

QUinniPiAC UnivErSity hEld A bUSi-
nESS mixEr in GdAńSK. AmonG thE

GUEStS WErE blAnKA fiJołEK from

AmAzon, dr. bArbArA StEPnoWSKA

Who SErvES AS AmChAm GdAńSK di-
rECtor, GEdEon W. WErnEr from

QUinniPiAC UnivErSity, And robErt

miEłżyńSKi from miEłżyńSKi WinE,
SPiritS, SPECiAltiES. in PiCtUrES: 
1. blAnKA fiJołEK; dr. bArbArA

StEPnoWSKA; GEdEon W. WErnEr.
2. GEdEon W. WErnEr, robErt

miEłżyńSKi; dr. bArbArA

StEPnoWSKA. 

1 2

in JAnUAry, AmChAm WroCłAW hoStEd A mEEtinG With AmChAm mEmbErS from thE UPPEr SilESiA rEGion. AmonG thE GUEStS WErE JAKUb mAzUr, dEPUty mAyor of WroClAW And mAG-
dAlEnA oKUloWSKA, PrESidEnt of thE WroClAW AGGlomErAtion dEvEloPmEnt AGEnCy ArAW. in PiCtUrE: AnitA rAChWAlSKA, miChAEl PAGE; KrzySztof hUrKACz, dAvitA; KinGA KAProń,
thE bridGE WroCłAW-mGAllEry hotEl; izAbElA miKitóW, PWC; mArtA PAWlAK, lEGAl And PUbliC PoliCy dirECtor, AmChAm; AGAtA mAłECKA, ASCEnd ElEmEntS; AnnA WiErUS, doU-
blEtrEE by hilton WroCłAW; KAtArzynA tUrKiEWiCz, hPE; moniKA CiESiElSKA-mróz, dirECtor AmChAm WroCłAW (Pm GroUP); JAKUb mAzUr, dEPUty mAyor of WroCłAW; mAriUSz

WAWEr, 3m; mArCin PiASKoWSKi, infor; KAtArzynA KroKoSińSKA, Jll; zyGmUnt łoPAlEWSKi, WhirlPool; mAGdAlEnA oKUloWSKA, PrESidEnt of ArAW; JohAnnES mAyr, thE bridGE

WroCłAW-mGAllEry hotEl.

thE EConomiC And bUSinESS oUtlooK

for 2024 WAS on thE AGEndA of thE

AmChAm monthly mEEtinG in JAnU-
Ary With GUESt SPEAKErS dominiKA

bEttmAn, GEnErAl dirECtor of

miCroSoft PolAnd; JAnUSz JAnKoWiAK,
ChiEf EConomiSt At thE PoliSh bUSi-
nESS roUndtAblE (PolSKA rAdA biz-
nESU); And GEoff GottliEb, rEGionAl

rEPrESEntAtivE for thE offiCE for CEn-
trAl, EAStErn And SoUthEAStErn EU-
roPE At thE intErnAtionAl monEtAry

fUnd. tony hoUSh, AmChAm ChAir-
mAn, modErAtEd thE diSCUSSion. thE

vEnUE WAS thE WArSAW mArriott

hotEl. in PiCtUrE: tony hoUSh; do-
miniKA bEttmAn; GEoff GottliEb;
JAnUSz JAnKoWiAK.
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in fEbrUAry, lynKA hoStEd

nAthAn SEifErt, SEnior Com-
mErCiAl offiCEr At thE US
EmbASSy in Kyiv, Who WAS on

A fACt-findinG miSSion to En-
CoUrAGE trAdE And invESt-
mEnt bEtWEEn US ComPAniES

oPErAtinG in PolAnd And

UKrAinE, And in PArtiCUlAr

AmChAm PolAnd mEm-
bErS.  SEifErt ChoSE lynKA to

viSit bECAUSE of itS StronG

SUPPort for And ConnEC-
tionS With UKrAinE SinCE thE

oUtbrEAK of WAr.  lynKA

todAy ContinUES to SUPPort

UKrAinE, throUGh ChAritAblE

ACtionS And itS lEAdErShiP in

CorPorAtE Aid for UKrAinE,
A 501C3 ChAritAblE fUnd

Co-foUndEd by lynKA CEo
John lynCh, And EmPloyS Al-
moSt 100 diSPlACEd UKrAini-
AnS in itS oPErAtionS nEAr

KrAKoW. in PiCtUrE: mAtEUSz

JUrCzyK, AmChAm KrAKóW &
KAtoWiCE dirECtor; nAthAn

SEifErt; John lynCh, Am-
ChAm boArd mEmbEr

(lynKA). 

JACEK tomCzAK, SECrEtAry of StAtE At thE miniStry of EConomiC dEvEloPmEnt And tECh-
noloGy, WAS thE GUESt SPEAKEr At thE AmChAm fEbrUAry monthly mEEtinG. thE vEnUE

WAS thE WArSAW mArriott hotEl. in PiCtUrES: 1. tony hoUSh, AmChAm ChAirmAn;
JACEK tomCzyK. mArtA PAWlAK, AmChAm lEGAl And PoliCy dirECtor; mACiEJ fAlKoWSKi,

trAdE And intErnAtionAl CooPErAtion dEPArtmEnt dEPUty dirECtor At thE miniStry of

EConomiC dEvEloPmEnt And tEChnoloGy; mArCin fAbiAnoWiCz, StrAtEGiC invEStmEntS

CEntEr dirECtor, PoliSh invEStmEnt And trAdE AGEnCy PAih.
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in JAnUAry, thE AmChAm boArd of dirECtorS And thE AmChAm AdviSory CoUnCil hEld

A mEEtinG With PAWEł KoWAl, GovErnmEnt PlEniPotEntiAry for PoliSh-UKrAiniAn dE-
vEloPmEnt CooPErAtion. thE vEnUE WAS thE WArSAW mArriott hotEl. in PiCtUrE: John

lynCh, AmChAm boArd mEmbEr (lynKA); dorotA dąbroWSKA-WintErSChEid, AmChAm

boArd mEmbEr (CEC GroUP); mArtA PoślAd, AmChAm boArd mEmbEr (GooGlE); rA-

doSłAW KASKiEWiCz, AmChAm boArd mEmbEr (3m); JolAntA JAWorSKA, AmChAm boArd

mEmbEr (ibm); mArzEnA drElA, AmChAm ExECUtivE And oPErAtionS dirECtor; PAWEł

KoWAl; tony hoUSh, AmChAm ChAir (CGC AdviSorS); mArtA PAWlAK, AmChAm lEGAl

And PoliCy dirECtor; ElżbiEtA CzEtWErtyńSKA, AmChAm boArd mEmbEr (Citi hAndloWy);
mAłGorzAtA SKoniECznA, AmChAm boArd mEmbEr (PEPSiCo).

in fEbrUAry, AmChAm WroCłAW And thE Am-
ChAm SUStAinAbility CommittEE hEld A mEEt-
inG dEvotEd to SUStAinAbility And GrEEn

trAnSformAtion, With SPEAKErS KAtArzynA

SzymCzAK-PomiAnoWSKA, dirECtor of SUS-
tAinAblE dEvEloPmEnt dEPArtmEnt At thE

WroClAW City hAll; And mAGdAlEnA oKU-
loWSKA, PrESidEnt of thE boArd At thE

WroCłAW AGGlomErAtion dEvEloPmEnt

AGEnCy ArAW. thE vEnUE WAS thE 3m 
innovAtion CEntEr in WroCłAW. in PiCtUrES:
1. KArolinA PoKorSKA, CovEntry UnivErSity;
mAGdAlEnA oKUloWSKA; Piotr doboSz, AirA
PolSKA. 2. KAtArzynA SzymCzAK-Pomi-
AnoWSKA.
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